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Software e-Inventory Management System Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Inventory has been part and parcel of busine s ince it xi tence. And thr u h 
generations, many inventory management systems have b en dev loped in rder t up 
with the ever-growing business world. With the invention f c mputer the u in w rld 
went into a breakthrough to more organized, efficient and y tcmatic wa f handling and 
integrating all areas of business, thus enhancing the ability f -<ntcrprise Re ur Planning. 
Improvement did not stop, yet it went an ther peak when web tc hnolog and 11 'l\ rking 
grew popular throughout the world. With the emergence f -comrncr e 
globalization, the dream ofbusines without boundary ha bee men reali . 
an 
Based on the concept f -c mmercc and -. nterpri , e ource Plannin 
strategy, thi project i t build a web- a cd c-Inv nto Man zcrn nt fh ar 
The purpose of thi pr jcc: is t build an enhanced intcrpri ' in nto man 1 im .nt 
system for all the Information T chnology and 
Malaysia. Any user on any platform at any time will 
inventory informati n through thi y tern. Thi 
management of invent ry en uring the ufficien y of in cnt ry, ac ura 
in 
r upl d 
th 
f dat , pm' 
and more profitable relati nship with upplicr. 
In rdcr t pr duce a more f1i icnt and I 'lier qualit tit 
develop throu h cveral sta e , b implemcnlin th· Wal •rfoll M d ·I m ·th d I , ·1 h · 
first two tagc , which arc requir m ·nt anal i and J in the 
fir t sernc tcr. While for ' ucm ding 
in the ccond s .rn '.I •r. This v c 
management st .m n .. .ds n ·II o 'nui7. ·I and stru ·tur · f lnrinm' t ! s. :-;t ·1tl I ·st n · n 
impl m ntati n. 
Fina II thi' I 11 'fl( )I ' ·t·m will u . tnl. I ti ' \I. tlh th 'I ·ub tern m t I . ' 
nt rpri full 1111. illll' Ill nrur uldrfr •. 11 ll otli ·1 m ul • .. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project General View 
The purpose of this project e-lnventory Management ystcm ( oftwarc) i t 
develop a self-maintained, user friendly web-based and c nveni nt inv nt ry t m 
which it's functional, is to manage and con tr I a company' 
an approach to RP ystern. 
ftware invent r • It i 
ambridge Internari nal Dicti nary f en >Ii h define invent a a d nailed Ii t f 
all the item in a place. An inventory i al th am unt o 1 r th 
value f them. 
hr ugh a peer di cu i n, we f und that traditi nal manu ll in nt ry t 'Ill i 
very time con umin j c pecially mana ) and k cp trac with t 
with web based e-lnvcnt ry, it uld be munchinu ea ier and c n ni ent. r - 
Invent ry i developed, it can be into rated with all th ' thcr m du! · un I r th· uu 
invent ry sy tern that we hope l achi v · a we ar • w r 1111 in a J in 
inventory team. Throu 1h ut this pr 1 · ·t ' c ha • d ··id· I t u ·c an n mp rn r 
flwarc h u ea a model · 1111m11 t utiliz.c this in ·nt . st nn 
-Inv nt 
• µ 111 h 
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1.2 Project Background 
The amalgamation of computing and communication tcchn I ie and traditi nal 
business concerns is impacting all industries and i the late t pha e in th ng ing 
evolution of business. Thus, the number of traditional bu ine e chan in pha int 
E-Business in Malaysia are increasing hastily. Malay ia I cal Inf rmati n Te hn I 
and Communication (I T) companie are the fa test r win mark t m nt in ~- 
Business industry nowadays. They are als the key-enabling fact rt tJ1 pr fitabl 
and DI ( lectr nic ata Inrerchan e servic in the tel mmunicati 11 bu in· . 
In rder to rai e the fertility and c mpetitive advanta zc 
technology, pc pie tart t rec mizc the value f c ·t mdin 'th ir i tin 1 I nt .rpris 
Re ource Plannin ( .. RP) tcchn I 'Y f r stratc tic bu inc . arran rem mt and anal i , 
while incorporatin r data fr 111 many rhcr key data 'Ill rp I '. 
The - u ine a ppr ach f cu t mer- ntri m re uire placin the entir 
int an integrated tran acti n nvir nmcnt. Thi. trat 
platf nn instead f many software applicati 11 ·in ind ·p nd ·11t it 
ystcm , when fully in tall id as int' 1ral d suit s au b 'th 11 '1l 
rep it rie f internal · rporatc in f nnaf n deri J fr in 
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1.3 Project Definition 
This project is developed under the concept of nterpri e Re ourcc Plannin RP . 
Thus it is important for us to have a glance on the definition f .. RP. 
ERP (Enterprise resource planning) is an indu try term ti r the br ad t fa ti itie 
supported by multi-module application ftwar that help a manufa lurer r th r 
business manage the important parts of it bu ine , includin pr duct plannin part 
purchasing rnaintainin r invent rie , interactin l' with supplier , pr vidin 1 u t m ·r 
service, and trackin , rders. RP can al include applicati n 111 dule r th man • 
and human re urces a peel . Typi ally, an ERP 
integrated with a rclari nal databa c sy t m. 1 h d pl ymcnt fan ~RP t m an 
involve considerable busine s pr cc analy i ·mpl ' r trainin >, and n 'V ' r 
procedure . 
RP could al b de cribcd a the pinal rd tJ1 
facilitatin l' the exchan 'C f data thr II ih the unificati II f 
advanced c re bu inc IT y tcm thar into irate · d 1ta acr · 
occsscs. l t i an 
nd 
activiti as well a a r · • r 'anizati 11al mid 1 • •rnphi .al b uud ri ·, p rdin a 
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l.4 Project Motivation 
In the past decades, organizations have spent an estimated $40 billi n n nt rpri 
resource planning (ERP), according to Gardner Re earch. y viewing inf rmati n a 
a competitive tool, organizations can more proactively re pond t ever-chan in , 
competitive landscapes while integrating all source f inf nnation ab 
suppliers and partners in a con i tent and easy-t -u e f rmat. 
Today organization that once viewed enterpri e re urce plannin RP luti 11' a 
a necessary implementati n t expl it their inve tmcnt r mp ·tili • ad antan •. 
They recognize the value f c tcndin their i tin 
bu inc s planning and analyst , while inc rp ratiuu data fr m 111 11 th r d 11 
sources thr ughout the ent rpri e. 
W11i le the majority f U1e e RP implcrncntat i n hav unpr • tran a ti rt 
processing tr arnline p rah IT n ir nm nt , th 
have n t fully addr s ed the Thu , ' · 
hould try t uni ck the wealth informnti 11 • Ilecr ·d and ·t r ·d withiu th ur ! 
cnvir nmcnt . 
Becau e of the f r se ·n p tential f , .. RP s st ·m, it m tivatc u t 
pr ~e I a th ·re i m ircl few l'I firm i11Mal1 s11 wh h 1·tri·111. 
A r r -Inv ntor lh · n ' I f ii i. . ipndi · 1111 b au · · \: h ·th ·r the h mh th; and 
I ·d in j b IS ·m Ill I I 'hlllUI. 11 • I \ 111 ·h 11 •• tll · 
v II nc ·d 10 
Th' k 
·nt 
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de~~ld~fug Sl;r,.()ng relationships with delivery ervices and providing good cu t mer 
support throughout the process. With e-Inventory, it i hope that all thi function and 
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1.5 Project Objective 
In this project, our major objective is to build an inte rated web ba ed inv nt ry 
system, which is based on ERP concepts and internet tcchn I gic . Alth u h th r ar 
other ERP systems available in the market today, but there i nly a few f the 
systems, which originates from Malaysia's wn wcb-techn I 
This e-Inventory Management y tern pr ~ t i mmitt d I deliverin , th I ·1di11 
Enterprise and -Business 
and ommunicati n (I T) mpanic . Thi i achicv d by r 
busine application capabilitie f r it exi tin)" cu t mer ba ct m t the rr 1111 
demand f ran into rated cntcrpri c re ourcc plannin • ERP 
solution i based on pr ven and J pular Mier flt· Imo! 1i , and platf rrn t 
pr vide an enterprise applican 11 fram w rk, 
1.5.J Objective of e-Inventory Management y rtem 
As I am devcl pin ' th • ·-111 ·111 r flware I aim t 
achieve f r thi pecific m dul . are a ~ II win>: 
• To inablc tho ntrol and mnna ' 'Ill ·111 r' Ilw II • Ill ·n( f I b i d uc . d 
ia w ·b tc 'hnol • . 
f i11 V 'Ill I 111d d If t 1111 ' '111 
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1.6 Project Scope 
e-Inventory, by definition, is an electronic ba eel inventory mana ernent sy rem 
online. Its purpose is to allow managing and c ntrollin f inv nt ry b ing d nc via 
web-based technology. As we are looking at the p int of y tern efficiency and 
effectiveness, we expected to provide cu t mer with "r sal-tlme istbilit "sir I, , 
where inventory levels-supplying for U1e internal control and mana zcrneut need n 
sooner or later than the record are needed for updaun r r r rd rin . 
The e-lnventory can be distributed int back-end and T nt- nd cu n , wh r i the 
inventory department' taff and managerial b ard ad111i11i 1ra1 r u 
section; while the fr nt- nd ecti n L t be u ed b 
Inventory. However, there will cone e ttra ub-m dul , whi h i th privil • r • 
fnventory regi tered upplier. cncrally in c-lnv int th r · \I i.11 • a d i rn 
several ub-m dul , which will c ver the functi 11 needed und r in nt 
management uch a the f II win : 
I) rin Aulhenli ali 11 
2) er ace u11111HllHl ement Add, :di1, I ·1 ·tc 
I11v ·nt 1 Mona 1 ·111 ·111/M tint ·11 111 • 
·I ·tc 
Inf nmlti 11 H ·tr i . Ill(' 111d ,' 1111111 
n war · Pr bl 'lllS upp 11 1111 I 'I'r ubl ·sht 111111 
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1. 7 Project Limitation 
The limitations of this project are hown as below: 
• This project will not support bar coding for the tock c de/ pr duct 
we do not have bar code reader supp rt. 
• SQL server, web server and Wind 
computer. 
• User does not have the availability t cu t mizc the lay ut f we page, 
erver will perf rrn int a arne 
• Deliv ry functi n are 11 t includ d. 
• urrency c nver ion 1 n t included in thi pr ~ t. 
• This project nly supp rt single c mmuni ati n lau u hi hi en t)j h. 
• The annual phy ical t ck c uni in ' f r invent ry i 11 t in luded in thi 
becau e the model c mpany nly c i t virtual! . 11 we r th r will 
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1.8 Project Requirement 
Below are minimum list of facilities that will be needed re sential f r tJ1 pr ject 
development: 
Hardware: 
Computers with at least 64Mb Ram: one running a server and an thcr a w rk tati n. 
Processor: Pentium® fII 500MHz r equivalent 
V A: 40 X 48 (25 
oftware: 
• Wind w 2000 erver 
• Internet Inf nnati n rvcr 4 .0 
• Ms server 7.0 
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1.9 Project Schedule 
Project Scheduling is used to plan and control a pr jeer efficiently and can determine: 
1. The minimal expected completion time ti r a pr ~ect. 
2. The delay of project activities. 
3. The earliest and late t time each activity can b started and mpl ted, 
4. The amount of slack f reach a rivity. 
5. Whether r not a current pr jcct i 11 chcdulc r i. b in 1 mpl ·t · 1 ithin 
budget. 
In this project, I have cho en t u e nu chart t. determine a I ar tun Iin 
the startin date and the finishin date. An imp rtant advauta • f thi. hart ·1 
ther time-chartin r technique i it irnpli ity. B u in ' 
earlie I p s iblc tart and fini h time f r lh • a livili 
earliest p s ible pr ~c t c mpleti n dat •. Th ·r • arc maj r pha • in thr 
Literature Review, y tern AJ1al 
and cumcntati n. 
st ·111 • tin,_ 
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1.10 Project Report Layout 
The following layout is to give an overview f the major pha cs inv Iv d durin the 
development of the project. The purpose of this rep rt i t d cumcnt all the ntial 
information gathered and used to develop this system. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter serves as an introducti n L the entire pr ject, lt made an vervicw nth" 
project background pr ject bjective , pr jec: m tivat: n, pr ~" I 
Iimitati n, pr ject r quirement and the pr ~cct hcdulc. 
hapter 2: Literature Review 
Thi chapter cover all the literature surv y d ne n thi pr ~c l, includin r n 
the features, capabilitic y tern ar hitectur , and tern de i nin t I. and 11. 
hapter 3: Methodology 
Thi chapter fairly di cu c the d ·vcl 1111 ·nt rneth 
functi rial requirements, and al so lh t 
, th' fun ·ti nal and n n- 
hapt r 4: ystcm D i~rt 
Thi. . hapl ir d 's db'.' th· d ·sit 11 • 11 id 'I lit 11 111 ·I11d111' 11 ·c. mp d ''>lf'll, th· u ·1 
d ;. i •11 111d uso th 1 unbns d ·sign > 1111 11< .J • 1 
hnpt r 5: ' stem Implement 1tio11 
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shows example of program coding. 
Chapter 6: System Testing 
This chapter is about the method of system testing. 
Chapter 7: System Evaluation & onclusion 
This chapter discusses about the ystem strength , limitati n , future enhan m 111 , 
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1.11 Summary 
This chapter focuses primarily on the introducti n of thi pr ~e t. 
The first part is the brief introduction about the project backgr und and it definiti n. 
Besides, the project motivation was also stated. Then the pr ject bj ctiv f r tJ1 
the e-Inventory were discussed and determined. 
Secondly, the scope of this project wa wn m ecti n 1.6 wh re all th 
features and functionality comp nen w r tated there. Then ecti n 1.7 th· 
pr ~ect limitati n of th e functi n which m t likely unable t a hi in thi 
project· while ccti 11 1.8 h w the pr ~cct dcvcl pmcut re uir m nt hardwar and 
software). 
Finally, there is a pr jeer schedule h wn by the ant; hart gur • 1.1 in 
to tell the project's timeline f devel pment; nd the pr ~e t r · 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
What is Literature Review? 
A review of the literature is an essential part of academic re earch pr ject, he review 
is a careful examination of a body of literature pointing toward the an w r t re ear h 
topic. 
A literature or a body of literature is a collection f publi hcd re earch relc ant t a 
research question. All good re earch and writin arc nnd d by a re i ·w f th· 
relevant literature. In thi case the re earch t pie i elcctr nic invent ry. 
iterature review will be the mechani m by whi hr carch i vi w d a a cumulati 
pr cc s. That make it an integral c mp ncnt f the cicntif pr c . I IJ 
By another world a literature review summariz , interpret , and aluat 
literature (or publi hcd material) in rder t c tabli h urr nt kn wlcd 
The purp e f r doin o relate t 
literature review may re Ive a c ntr ver y, e ta Ii h the ne d f r addiu na! 
and/ r define a topic f inquiry. 
Purpose of iterature I{ •view 
The purp so f the literatur • r ·vi ·w rc111u1111 tit· sum · 1 · 1 u·dlc . th· re •• r h 
' th ll ll C. Is UI '$." ·nliul t 'SI th r .s 'IH ii qu ''II 11 a' Ill·( th ti v }11 It 1 
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How eo tl\'.rite a literature review? 
If a researcher find that his/her research questi n has not been an wer d ari factoril 
by someone else, then search out the answers to these questions: [28) 
• wRat is known about the proposed system? 
• what is chronology of the development of know led c about thi 
.,., Are they any gaps in knowledge f this y tern? Which penin fi r r ar h 
has been identified by other re earcher ? H w doe a re earcher intend t 
bridge the gaps? 
11 'Is there a c n ensus n relevant i ue ? r 1 
i ue ? What are the vari u p iti n ? 
• What is the most fruitful direction that r earchcr can ' fir hi icr res a1 h 
nifi ant d bat 11 
as a result f the lit raturc review? What dir indicat id b th \ r 
of ther re earcher ? 
Technicalities of a Iiteratur review 
Literature review will have tw c mp n •nt : 
• The car h thr u 11 print ·d r .sourc -. and 
• The writin f the review 
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2.1 The Internet 
2.1.1 Definition 
Internet is a global network of networks enabling computers of all kinds to directly 
and transparently communicate and share services throughout much of the world. 
Because the Internet is an enormously valuable, enabling capability for so many 
people and organizations, it also constitutes a shared global resource of information, 
knowledge, and means of collaboration, and cooperation among countless diverse 
communities. On October 24, 1995, the FNC unanimously passed a resolution 
defining the term Internet, This definition was developed in consultation with 
members of the Internet and intellectual property rights communities. 
RESOLUTION: The Federal Networking Council (FNC) agrees that the following 
language reflects our definition of the term "Internet". [I] 
"Internet" refers to the global information system that:- 
• is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the Internet 
Protocol (JP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-on; 
• is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (ICPllP) suite or its subsequent extensions I follow-on. and/or other JP- 
compatible protocols; and 
• Provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high level 
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2.1.2 Growth of the Internet 
The Internet and World Wide Web surely will be listed among the most important and 
profound creation of humankind. The Internet has changed much in the two decades 
since it came into existence. It was conceived in the era of time-sharing, but has 
survived into the era of personal computers, client-server and peer-to-peer computing, 
and the network computer. It was designed before LANs existed, but has 
accommodated that new network technology, as well as the more recent ATM and 
frame switched services. It was envisioned as supporting a range of functions from 
file sharing and remote login to resource sharing and collaboration, and has spawned 
electronic mail and more recently the World Wide Web. But most important, it started 
as the creation of a small band of dedicated researchers, and has grown to be a 
commercial success with billions of dollars of annual investment. [1] 
The Internet has not finished changing, it continues to change and evolve at the speed 
of the computer industry to remain updated and relevant. lt is now changing to 
provide new services such as real time transport, in order to support, for example, 
audio and video streams. The availability of networking (i.e., the Internet) along with 
powerful affordable computing and communications in portable form (i.e., laptop 
computers, two-way pagers, PDAs, cellular phones) provides the ability of having 
nomadic computer and communication services. 
In less than 30 years, the Internet has become one of the most amazing technological 
and social accomplishments of the century. Millions of people are using a complex, 
interconnected network of computers. The computers arc located in almost every 
country of the world. The opening of the Internet to business activity helped increase 
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the Internet during the past decade. [2] 
Growth In the number of Internet hosts 1991-2000 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Year 
Figure 2.1 Growth of the Internet [2] 
2.1.3 Commercialization of the Internet 
Commercialization of the Internet involved not only the development of competitive, 
private network services, but also the development of commercial products 
implementing the Internet technology. In the early 1980s, dozens of vendors were 
incorporating TCP/IP into their products because they saw buyers for that approach to 
networking. Unfortunately they lacked both real information about how the 
technology was supposed to work and how the customers planned on usin , this 
approach to networking. But through years of research efforts, studies and 
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Internet in commercial purpose. 
The Internet has now become almost a "commodity" service, and much of the latest 
attention has been on the use of this global information infrastructure for support of 
commercial services. This has been tremendously accelerated by the widespread and 
rapid adoption of browsers and the World Wide Web technology, allowing users easy 
access to information linked throughout the globe. Products are available to facilitate 
the provisioning of that information and many of the latest developments in 
technology have been aimed at providing increasingly sophisticated information 
services on top of the basic Internet data communications 
2.1.4 Internet: The Business View 
The Internet is available all over the world, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a 
week. It is simple to use and the transaction costs for the end user are low. The costs 
are also extremely low for the vendors on the Internet, compared to traditional 
distribution channels. The Internet allows two-way communications and is built 
around open standards. The two-way communication allows for direct feedback of 
customers and open standards mean interoperability between companies, web sites 
and services. Once they have been digitized, it is easy to integrate processes, services 
and products. 
2.1.4 (a) Why Should Businesses GO Online 
• Expanding Market - business is opened to market of several million people 
from all walks of life globally. 
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• Responsiveness - increase responsiveness to customers and partners. 
• Introducing New Services - New services can be provided to customers and 
partners by publish a trial version on the web. Besides, a service for the 
employees can also be provided in self-service form 
• Rapid Information Access - accessing of information over the Internet is much 
faster transmission and transfer via fax or postal courier services. 
2.1.4 (b) The Fear for Business Go Online 
• Change - Management and staff may resist change. 
• Customer Acceptance - Many companies are afraid that their customers won't 
accept the new channel. 
• Competition - As barriers to entry fall, competition is changing from local to 
global. 
• Interdependence: Previously guarded processes now happen outside the 
company, leading to a shift in the balance of power. 
• Intellectual Property - Once information has been published on the Internet, it 
becomes easy for others to copy and use it. 
• Loyalty - The Internet is less personal, so people are not bound to a certain 
supplier or merchant. 
• Pricing - The New Economy makes it easier to compare prices. Prices will 
drop, so quality and add-on services become more important. Issues of 
different pricing strategies and multiple currencies need to be addressed. 
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After analyzing the existing cases of business going online, the Internet's potential for 
business purpose is no doubt great and undeniable. Therefore, upon weighing the pros 
and cons of it, it is obviously worth while a try to let business go online, for 
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2.2 E-Business 
2.2.1 Definition 
Electronic business encompasses three stages, which are e-commerce, e-business, and 
e-partnering. The early stages of a company's e-business activity are almost always 
focusing on reaching the customer, the later stages on streamlining value-chain 
activities to deliver more value to the customer. [3] 
E-Business is the complex fusion of business processes, enterprise applications and 
organizational structure necessary to create a high performance business model. It 
refers to the use of digital technologies to transform both the internal processes as 
well as an organization's interactions with external parties. In other words, it combine 
the resources of traditional information systems with the vast reach of the Web and 
connect critical business systems directly to critical business constituencies - 
customers, employees, partners and suppliers using Intranets, Extranets and the World 
Wide Web. 
E-Business, the Internet and the globalization all depend on each other. The more 
global players exist, the more E-Business they want to do. The more E-Business is 
online, the more people will be attracted to get direct Internet access. And the more 
people are online, the more global players will arise. 
2.2.2 Three Main Area of E-Business 
I. It can be within the organization using the so-called Intranet. The Intranet uses 
Internet standards for electronic communication. People on the Intranet are able to 
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the world by firewalls and other security measures. People from outside of the 
organization are not able to see these private pieces of information. 
2. The second area is the business-to-business (828) deals that are done over the 
Extranet. The Extranet consists of two Intranets connected via the Internet , 
whereby two organizations are allowed to see confidential data of the other. 
Normally only small parts of information are made available to the partner, just 
enough to enable the business. Business-to-business networks have existed long 
before the Internet. Many organizations have had private networks to talk to their 
partners and customers. But maintaining them was very expensive. Through the 
usage of the Internet the costs have been cut dramatically. In order to keep the 
business transactions private virtual private networks (VPNs) are used in most 
cases. 
3. Thirdly there is the business-to-consumer (B2C) area. Traditionally this is what 
most people know as e-commerce, selling products on the web. Also to keep in 
mind is the consumer-to-consumer area, also known as peer-to-peer commerce, 
such as auction sites or digital exchanges like Napster. 
The concept of electronic business had been invented before the Internet became 
popular. In the 1970's E-Business was already popular for financial networks, for 
example, which used propriety hardware and software solutions. Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) was also available long before the Internet was used for it. But 
without the Internet E-Business would not have been possible on such a large scale. 
The private networks, which were used in the 1970's and 1980's, cost too much for 
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Literature Review 
E-business improves business perf onnance by usmg electronic infonnation 
technologies and open standards to connect suppliers and customer at all steps along 
the value chain. It significantly improves business performance by strengthening the 
linkages in the value chain between businesses and the ultimate consumer. E-business 














In general. Electronic Commerce is the exchange of goods or services - buying and 
selling through the Internet. It is modem business methodologies that address the 
needs of organizations, merchants, and consumers to cuts cost while improving the 
quality of goods and services and increasing the speed of service delivery. [4] 
E-Commerce can also be defined as the use of electronic data transmission to 
implement or enhance any business process. Frequently people use this term to refer 
to commerce on the Internet or Web because they are most extensive data 
transmission networks. [2] 
2.3.2 Areas of e-commerce application 
E-commerce includes transactions within a global information economy. In almo t 
any business function today, e-commerce is at work for some companies. Here are 
some of the areas in which businesses are applying e-commerce: 
• Corporate Purchasing 
o E-commerce allows supply chain management to link invent ry, billin 
and shipping between suppliers and cu t mers to en ure .. a. m th 
coordination of supply and demand. 
• Marketing and Promotion 
E-commerce allows an nline channel t run vari us markctin 
acuvitic . encrall , mark >(i111 uses ·- 0111111crcc I 
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o Provide customer service and support for existing customers 
o Develop new markets and distribution channels for existing products 
o Coordinate sales and marketing efforts 
• Brand Management and Awareness 
The Web enables organizations to get the word out faster and to larger audiences 
than ever before. 
• E-Mail Advertising 
In business-to-business e-commerce, e-mail advertising can be used to increase 
brand awareness and to introduce new products and services to business partners. 
• Inventory Management Between Branches 
Ordering, storing, and tracking inventory over a large geographical area present a 
major challenge that can be answered by electronic commerce. y u in either 
decentralized or distributed inventory databases, organizations and their bu ine s 
partners can use e-commerce to access those databases around the world, at any 
facility at any time. Inventory management also helps ensure that inventory will 
arrive when needed. This means that suppliers can also improve their own internal 
efficiency by knowing inventory requirements in advance. 
• Supply Chain Management 
Every member of the supply chain needed accurate and current iqf~f;lnati n ab ut 
orders, shipping and the re p nse of customers. i..c mmc1pc helps Ive this 
problem by aut mating tne infonnati 11 ystcm s that iJ <111 be u ed b the 
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• Customer Relationship Management 
Electronic commerce increased speed and accuracy of information sharing 
between organizations and their customers; improved relationships with 
customers; and allow faster response to customer orders, requests, and problems, 
which ultimately helps increase customer satisfaction. 
• Help Desks 
Online help desks allow customers to check the status of orders, have questions 
answered and access an information database that can help them solve problems. 
2.3.3 E-commerce Issues 
For companies that wish to join the realm of e-commerce, one must first make 
consideration and studies on the following: 
o The Electronic Commerce Standards 
o The Electronic Commerce Architecture 
o The Electronic Commerce Security Issues 
• Electronic ommerce Standards 
There are a number of standards associated with e-commerce. uch as: Bank 
Internet Payment System (BOPS), Joint lectronic Payments Initiativ (J PI), 
Open Profile Standard ( P ), pen uymg n the Internet pen 
Trading Pr t c I ( TP) etc. All these have been devel p d tar ietcd pecificalt t 
upp rt c rnmercc 11 the Web. F r example, 81 wa created t supp rt 
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pricing, tax, and authorization data. It also leverages electronic data interchange 
technology, SSL, and digital signatures for security. [4] 
• Electronic Commerce Architecture 
System architecture is important in developing e-commerce applications. Because 
e-commerce is not a specific product but actually a business solution, therefore it 
must include several components and features for the maximum effectiveness. 
The characteristic of the system architecture should include the following feature: 
o Flexibility and scalability - The e-commerce design and infrastructure 
must be able to adjust and expand. The e-commerce software must be able 
to interpret different data formats and transform these formats int a 
universal format. 
o Security Authentication, encryption and restricted access must be 
anticipated carefully in the applications. 
o Web support - Software modules in an e-commerce system must support 
Web capabilities. 
o Data storage - Data must be regularly saved 111 archive storage f r 
appropriate transaction management. 
o User Support - -commerce design and operations per onncl must 
continuously upport users. 
• lectronic mmerce ecurity Issues 
lectronic commerce security is extremely important. Any c rnrnercc ccurit 
p I icy ha t addre s secrecy, inl(.{ )rity, necessity, and intcll • 'lmll proper! 11 Jl11s. 
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beginning with a client computer and ending with the commerce and back office 
servers. Thus, effective security policies along with adequate detection and 
enforcement are the only ways to safeguard electronic communications and 
commerce transactions. [2] 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption and Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 
encrypted authentication are among the most common examples of e-commerce 
security measurement recently. SSL provides a security handshake in which die 
client and server computers exchange their information through authentication and 
data encryption technology. SSL resides on top of the TCP/IP layer of the Internet 
protocol suite, thus it can secure many different types of communications between 
computers. SET is a method for providing secure credit card transaction on the 
Internet; the S T protocol is designed to allow consumers, merchant, and bankinu 
software companies to independently develop software for their respective client 
and to have them inter-operate successfully. 
Besides all these protocols and software, there is also service such as ERT - the 
Computer Response Team, which was fanned to address security outbreaks by 
linking key scientific experts. When large security outbreaks occur, the member 
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2.4 ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning 
2.4.1 Definition 
Enterprise Resource Planning, also known as ERP, is a structured approach to 
optimizing a company's internal value chain. It is an enabling technology, a set of 
integrated software modules that make up the core engine of internal transaction 
processing. [3] 
The software connects the components of the enterprise through a logical 
transmission, across major functions and activities as well as across organizational 
and geographical boundaries, providing a platform for increased business 
performance and competitive advantage. 
What ERP really does is organize, codify, and standardize an enterprise's busines 
processes and data. The software ttansfonns transactional data int useful inf rmati n 
and col1ates the data so that it can be analyzed. In this way, all of the collected 
transactional data becomes information that companies can use to support busine 
decisions. For example: when data such as a sale becomes available at one point in the 
business, it courses its way through the software, which automatically calculate the 
effects of the transaction on other areas, such as manufacturing, inventory 
procurement, invoicing, and booking the actual sale to the financial led ier. 
2.4.2 ERP background 
The background of ~RP is in the traditi n~I invent ry ntr I that di tated the tyle f 
software packa ies in the I Os. 111 the I 70'., producti n companies implemented 
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production. 
In the l 980's these information systems matured into manufacturing resource- 
planning (MRPII) systems, which embraced other functions such as processing, 
manufacturing, and distribution. The integration it embodied naturally made it 
attractive to other functions, and so it gradually spread its tentacJes to finance, human 
re-sources, and project management. During the 1990s, the goal of ERP has been to 
integrate core business processes. An order shipped should automatically generate an 
invoice and decrement the finished goods inventory system. Waste and redundancy 
would be eliminated. The ERP system would provide an end-to-end window for 
mission-critical operations, enabling workgroups ru1p departments to view the 
ramifications of their activities for the enterprise as a whole. [S] 
2.4.3 Between ERP and E-Business 
ERP, as what lies behind the web page (a back end unit) is neces ary to fulfill the 
promises made on the web page, which are the promises made bye-business, the front 
end unit (web site). ERP is focused on internal process efficiency and effectiven 
E-business is focused on external, cross-enterpri e proce efficiency and 
effectiveness and on product promotion. While RP technology upport current 
business strategy, e-business opens the door to new strategic opportunitie . 
Except for a very few c mpanies that don thin' but a' zre rate inf rmati n and 111a1 h 
buyers and sellers, all cornpanie need some sort of internal tran acti 11 n tine t 
match internal inf rmati 11 flow with the actual flow of ' ods or service , a well as 
money. very c rnpany ha t perf nu their business i11for111t11i 11 ta s, and all f 
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the 'electronic' portions of the electronic enterprise, but the ERP comprises the 
'enterprise' portion. Also, each company needs to decide on its own strategy, in terms 
of both ERP implementation and e-business. That strategy will be driven by customer 
demands, competitive pressure, and the current state of enterprise (its technical 
capabilities). [3] 
2.4.4 Complementary Technologies of ERP and E-business 
ERP is the internal technological hub of a single enterprise. Web based technology 
extends each enterprise's internal information infra tructure into external 
environment, representing the company brand and projecting it t the marketplace. T 
many ERP and web based technology successfully and push each to achieve it 
maximum benefit, the providers of each mu l understand the benefit t110t ca h 
provides to the other. As illustrated in figure 2.4.4, web based technology provide 
connections via the Internet to a host of external parties. RP oftwar help 
organizations effectively and efficiently manages all their internal inf nnati n 
resources to meet overall goals. Stand-alone e-business oftware i available f r ach 
of theses relationships, usually from providers who focu n buildin th b t 
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2.4.5 ERP Functions 
An integrated ERP system is the hub of an enterprise and is used to support existing 
business strategies. Th.is strategy implies having one common platform instead of 
many software applications in independent silos. ERP provides a company the 
flexibility required to improve customer responsiveness (the demand side) and to 
better manage production needs and inventory (the supply side). With ERP a 
company can create a new information foundation by replacing many legacy sy tern 
of varying vintages that house data in different ways. ERP provides a consistency of 
information across a global enterprise and integrate the following: [5] & [3] 
• Back-office operations: First to be covered by ERP system is Resource Plannin 1 
which provides function such as forecasting and planning, purcha in and 
material management, warehouse and distribution management product 
distribution, and accounting and finance. All these disparate functions are bein 
integrated into one package. 
• Supply Chain Management (SCM): This function enable companie 
optimize the entire logistics, production, and distributi n process, fr m acquiring 
raw materials from suppliers to scheduling production and hippin pr du t 
customers on time. This reduce cycle time and invent ry level , al impr a 
company's cash position. 
• ales force automation ( FA): J· A add Iunct] nality l a pcct 
pr cess such as contact mun a 1cmc11t, vile' f r xast in 11 and rd er mana icment 
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experiences a customer has with a company-marketing, product selection, 
purchasing, receiving, complaints and post-sale support-into a managed 
relationship, where a company is able to identify which customers it should focus 
its limited resources on and how to do so effectively. 
• Knowledge Management: includes creating a data warehouse, a central 
repository for the enterprise's data; performing business analysis on this data· 
providing decision support for enterprise leadership; and creating future customer- 
based strategies. 
In a fully integrated ERP system, all the activities stated above are accomplished by 
utilizing five tightly integrated modules: finance, manufacturing I istic , ale and 
marketing, and human resources. These moduJes comprising RP perate specific 
business processes within :functional areas. These enable c mpanic t plan and 
manage resources on a real-time basis. When changes are entered into one module of 
the system, other related data elements and modules are automatically updated. The 
underlying integration across various modules provides operational transparency 
which allows managers to follow what's happening aero the bu ine , 
global basis. 
2.4.6 ERP Architecture 
ERP applications are most commonly deployed in a distributed and often wid ly 
n n a 
dispersed manner. While the servers may be centralized, the lieut are u ually pr ad 
to multiple locations throu rhout the enterprise. enerally . peakin ', there are three 
functi nal areas of' rosponsibili! thul Hr' distribu: ·d um 11' th· s irv ·r and the 
clients. Hrst, there is tho dnraba c rnponent • 1hc .cntral rep it ry f r all f U1 · 
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clients; here raw data gets entered, re-quests for information are submitted, and the 
data satisfying these requests is presented. Lastly, we have the application component 
that acts as the intermediary between the client and the database. Where these 
components physically reside and how the processes get distributed will vary 
somewhat from one implementation to the next. The two most commonly- 
implemented architectures are outlined below. [6] 
• Two-tier Implementations 
In typical two-tier architecture, the server handles both application and databa e 
duties. The clients are responsible for presenting the data and passing user input back 
to the server. While there may be multiple servers and the clients may be di tributed 
across several types of local and wide area links, this distribution f proce tn 
responsibilities remains the same. Figure 2.2 below provides a implc illu trati 11 f n 
two-tier implementation, 
l ~erver. ='. L Database 
Serv r 
----------------- ----------- --------- 
[ CU nt input and Pr n hon 
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• Three-tier Client/Server Implementations 
Jn three-tier architectures, the database and application fimctions are separated. This is 
very typical of large production ERP deployments. In this scenario, satisfying client 
requests requires two or more network connections. Initially, the client establishes 
communications with the application server. The application server then creates a 







S rv r 
.. 
Local or R mole 
----------------- ------------------· 
Figure 2.3 Three tier architecture 
2.4.7 ERP: The onclusions 
There are five major benefits f implementing ~RP, which c uld e ummarizing as 
the followin r: 
0 on-line/real time information thrc u hout all the fun ·ti nul area f an 
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o "best-practices" included in the applications 
o the efficiency they force an organization to undertake 
o the analysis and reporting that can be used for long term planning 
Besides the benefits, we should also understand that an ERP applications and 
transactions are probably unlike anything else that you have running on your network. 
It is not safe to assume that the network will handle them well. Every RP 
deployment is different. The application modules are customized, and the architecture 
of the system and distribution of computing resources will be unique to your 
environment. 
The following should come into consideration before you wish to implement RP int 
your business: 
o It is critical to understand how your applicati 11 perf rms n the nerw rk 
before beginning enterprise-wide deployment. 
o Test your network in advance to understand how these application will 
perform and what impact they will have on existing application . Pa 
particular attention to WAN links and heavily utilized LAN . 
0 The location of computing resource may have a significant impact n h v th 
appli.cation performs, particularly in three-tier environment . nder rand th 
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2.5 Inventory Management 
2.5.1 Definition 
Inventory is defined as a detailed list of all the items in a place. [29]More generally, 
inventory could be regarded as a resource that has economics value. An inventory is 
made up of one or more items where each item is a unique supply item, raw material, 
purchase or manufactured part, assembly, or final product. [7] 
Inventory Management involves the control of the assets that are produced to be sold 
in the normal course of the firm's operations. [8] 
2.5.2 Types of Inventory Management System 
It is hard to classify the various inventory management system 111 an rderly fa hiou. 
Common types of inventory control system are the permanent, tw -bin, peri die, 
optional replenishment, and material requirements planning sy tern. The p rman nt, 
two-bin, periodic and optional replenishment systems usually apply to end items 
while the material requirements planning system applic to materials and component 
used to produce an end item. [9] 
a) Permanent Inventory System 
A permanent inventory system keeps records of the am unt in torag , and it 
replenish when the stock drops to a certain level. This system is based n the n ept 
of economic order quantity and reorder point. nder thi ystem the r rd r point and 
order quantity are fixed, the review period and demand rate are variable, and the lead- 
time can be fixed r variable. With the permanent system, each time a unit i i ued 
from stock the withd HWHI i · jo • red nod the stock positiou i · · mpured with the 
re rdcr point If the st ck po iii 11 is at o lower, thnn th· re rd ·r J int, an rde i 
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point, no action is taken. Thus, with the permanent system there is constant or 
permanent accountability on alJ items. 
Advantages of Pennanent System: 
• An efficient, meaningful order size 
• Safety stock needed only for the lead time period 
• Relative insensitivity to forecast and parameter changes. 
• Less attention for slow-moving items 
Disadvantages of Pennru1ent System: 
• If manager do not take the time to study inventory levels of individual 
items, order quantities tend to be established by clerk . 
• Reorder points, order quantities and safety stock may n t be re rudicd r 
changed for years. 
• Delays in posting transactions can render the system useless for control. 
• Numerous independent orders can result in high transportation and 
freight costs. 
• Large combination orders, which can frequently re ult in suppli r 
discounts based on doJlar value, mu l be f re tone. 
b) Two-Bin Inventory System 
The distin uishin features of two-bin ystem are the absence of a permanent 
inventory record. The tw -bin system is a fixed rder size y tcm, and it ha e em! 
advant 1 res, The most important adv nlil re is tho reduction in pap ·rwor . 
Rec rds arc not maintained f r each rransaction. Tit · reorder p i111 is dcterurmcd by 
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demands are then filled from the second bin. 
The system can even be used with only one bin. An order can be trigged when the 
inventory level reaches a physical marks such as a painted line or a given volwne 
level. The reorder point quality can also be placed in a bag or container, so that when 
the stock is drawn to the scaled quantity an order is placed. 
The two-bin system is best suited for items of low value, fairly consistent usage and 
short lead-time, such as office supplies, nuts, bolt and so forth. 
c) Periodic Inventory System 
In a periodic inventory system the number of items, in the torage is reviewed at a 
fixed time interval. A count must be taken of the good on hand at the tart f each 
period. In the permanent system an actual count is not required since the inventory 
records contain receipts, issues and balances on hand. With the periodic y t 111 the 
quantity to be ordered is not fixed, and the decision makes changes the quantity 
ordered to reflect changes in the demand rate. Under this ystcrn, the review peri d i 
fixed; the order quantity, the demand rate, and the reorder point are variable; and the 
lead-time can be fixed or variable. 
In the permanent system, replenishment order i initiated a n a the inv ut ry 
level drops to the reorder point. In the periodic system, the invent 
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d) Optional Replenishment Inventory System 
The optional replenishment inventory system, which is also referred to as a min-max 
system, is a hybrid of the permanent and periodic systems. Stocks levels are reviewed 
at regular intervals, but orders are not placed until the inventory position had fallen to 
a predetermined reorder point. The maximum inventory level is at established for 
each item. If the inventory position is above the reorder point on the review date, no 
order is placed. If the inventory positions is at or lower than the reorder point on the 
review date, an order is placed. The order quantity is the maximum inventory levels 
minus the inventory level at the review period. 
e) Material Requirements Planning Inventory System 
The material requirements planning (MRP) inventory system is u ed extensively with 
planned production. For items that are materials r comp ncnt u ed by nd item , 
stocks levels are derived from the requirements dictated by the end item. The material 
requirement planning system is a derived order quantity system. Thi system functi n 
by working backward from the scheduled completion dates of end products f maj r 
assemblies to determine the dates and quantities of the various compon nt part and 
materials that is to be ordered. The system works well when a pecific demand r an 
end product is known in advance the demand for an item i tied in a pr di tabl 
fashion to the demand for other items. 
f) Just-In-Time Inventory ontrol ystcm 
Ju t-ln-Tune inventory contr I sy tern ha the aim I operate with I we t avcra e 
level of inventory p ssibte; within the F (E x 11 mi rder uantit rn dcl the 
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approach to inventory control is growing in popularity as an attempt to obtain 
additional cost savings by reducing the level of inventory a firm needs to have in 
hand. Instead of depending solely one its own inventories, the firm relies on its 
vendors to furnish supplies "just-in-time" to satisfy the firm's production requirement. 
The MRP tends to be static, because once numbers are entered into the computer; no 
one has responsibility to change them. JIT works exactly the opposite way. As soon as 
improvements are made, new improvements are sought. There are many benefits to a 
successful implementation of JIT such as reduced work-in-process inventory 
(therefore less space and cost), higher productivity, short lead time , and visible & 
predictable amounts of inventory. 
2.5.3 The Major Functions of Inventory 
The usual/basic function of inventory control i ma kin 1 dcci i n f r the f II win 
• How often the inventory status should be determined? 
• When a replenishment order should be placed? 
• How large the replenishment order should be? 
There are five major functional classification oflnvent ry: [I 0) 
(i) Decoupling stock - Inventory can act a a buffer betw en precesses t a id 
delay and inefficiencies. Large amount of invent ry tend t c i t betw n firm 
or between divisions within a firm. An effective upply chain mana ment must 
take int ace unt to reduce invent ry levels. 
(ii) yclc inventory - an attempt t rdcr r pr uce 111 atchc m: read ne units 
11 a time. The r ·asons for batch replenishments in ·lud ·• 0 ·c nornics f scale 
(because f lar c setup cost), q11n11tit disc u11ts in pur has· pr ice r rei •ht cost 
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(iii) Anticipation inventory - consists of stock accumulated in advance of expected 
peaks in sales. Storage according to supply and demand (different season 
different rates). Thus during the period of high anticipated requirements, extra 
demand can be serviced from stock rather than from working overtime in the 
plant. 
(iv) Safety stock - is the amount of inventory kept on hand, on the average, to allow 
for the uncertainty of demand and the uncertainty of supply in short run. Safetie 
stocks are not needed when the future rate of demand and length of time it takes 
to get complete delivery of an order are known with certainty. 
2.5.4 Important Factors and Modeling Strategies for Inventory System 
Through empirical studies and deductive mathematical modeling, a number f factor 
have been identified that are important for inventory management. cl w i a table 
(figure 2.5.4), showing us the Inventory Planning Decision Variable ba ed 11 tJ1 
source from A. Saipe, Partner, Thome Stevenson & Kellogg, "Mana ing L i tribution 
Inventories," Executive Development Program, York University, Toronto, an d. , 
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Service Requirements 
• Customer expectations 
• Competitive practices 
• Customer 
requirement 
• Order completeness required 
promise 
• Ability to influence and control 
customer 




• Lead times 
• Reliability 
• Flexibility 
• Ability to expedite 
• Minimum orders 





• Extent of deals and promotions 
• Ability to forecast 
• Any dependent demand? 
• Substitution? 
Customer Ordering haracteristics 
• rdcr timing 
• Order size 
• Advanced information for large 
orders 
• xtent of open or randing rder 
• Delay in rder proces ing 
Cost Factors 
• tock out (pipeline versus 
customer) 
arryin ' costs • 
• :xpediti11 1 
Nature of the Product 
• 011 umable 
• Perishable 
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• Write-offs 
• Space 
• Spoilage, etc 
Table 2.1 Inventory Planning Decision Variables 
Now that we have identified the costs and other key variables for inventory planning 
decision, we comment on three types of modeling strategies. Three types of strategie 
involve some modeling: 
(i) Detailed modeling and analytic selection of the values of a limited number of 
decision variables. 
(ii) Broader scope modeling, with fewer attempts at optimization. 
(iii) Minimization of inventories with very little in the way fa ciatcd 
mathematical models. 
(T) Detailed modeling and analytic selection of the values of a limited number of 
decision variables 
The strategy here is to develop a mathematical model that permits the elecri n of 
the values of a limited set of variables o that some rca nab! mca ur f 
effectiveness can be optimized. A classical sample is the economic rder quantity 
(EOQ) that, under certain assumptions, minimizes the t tal of rderin and 
inventory carrying costs per unit time. In general, a mathematical model may permit 
a deductive (clo ed-form) solution. an interactive solut: 11 (su h as in the simple 
method of linear pro rrarmnin '), r a lution by s me r rrn r trial-and-err r 
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(II) Broader Scope Modeling with Less Optimization 
Here the strategy is to attempt to develop a more realistic model of the particular 
situation. However, the added realism often prevents any clearly defined 
optimization; in fact, there may not even be a mathematically stated objective 
function. One strives for a feasible solution that will provide reasonable 
performance. This is the philosophy underlying Material Requirement Planning 
(MRP). 
(Ill) Minimization of Inventories with Little Modeling 
Here the strategy is to attempt to minimize inventories without the help of 
mathematical models. The Just-ln-Time (JIT) and Optimized Production 
Technology (OPT) philosophies fall into this category. They strive f r climinati n 
of waste (including inventories) and for continuous improvement. These powerful 
philosophies have been supplemented with the mathematical models that help 
managers refine and explain iheir operation. However, the philosophies arc not 
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2.6 Existing System Review 
Throughout the literature process, many web sites have been visited. Because of the 
proposed system is a web based system, thus website is chosen for peer review but not 
others resources, such as book, journal and proceeding paper. There are software 
available on the web, which contains integrated solutions designed to organize goods, 
track inventory, and manage accounts, or we can choose an inventory-management 
firm to handle the business. There are also many systems on the web, which offer 
standalone inventory management software. 
Let us make a review on these existing systems, what services they have for inventory 
management & control. Below are the selected web sites together with th ir 
respective URL address. 
2.6.1 Alcic Computer Network Cori>. (www.alcic.com)- ERP software] 111 
fll" Edil. \'l~l'I l"avorlns Tool<. ~ 





I nt-Servt r 01 
run on tho Wuh 
Al Cl[ I "< omploh, lnh < 1<11111Mrltu11( nlYuul.,hlo l11H1111lll 
CJfrdhlu 11111 1pil u <1p11llcdllu11 1lo•lq11ud to hul11 11111 yuur 
huslno s, no nMllOJ how lll190 11 mily qrnw, 
I A -jA.;;;- 
1 L IL1eblllt1es 
r C !Captbll r f jlncome 
'E !Expense 
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The Aide's Inventory Control component provides multi-company, multi-currency 
enterprise-wide inventory management application. It provides full inventory control 
including receipts, issues, transfers, physical cycle counts and ABC analysis. 
Automatically integrates with other installed modules such as Purchase Order & 
Requisitions, Sales Order Processing, Bill of Materials, Bulle Distribution, Project 
Accounting, Job Shop Manufacturing, General Ledger, Accounts Payable, and 
Accounts Receivables. The following shows some of it features: 
o Supports stocked, non-stocked and phantom items. 
o Virtually unlimited warehouses and stocking locations. 
o Real-time inventory receipts, issues, and adjustment transactions 
o Stock transfers with in-transit tracking and reporting 
o Hazardous Material processing. 
o Units or measure with automatic conversion at receiving and shipping time. 
o Vendors per item & Substitute items. 
o Accessories or options per item & Item comments. 
o general Inventory stock status query and reporting 
o Inventory valuation. Usage exception, AB analy is, & Lead time xcepti n 
reporting. 
o Automatic calculation of order controls, including order point, line point 
safety stock and usage 
o Replenishment action report. 
o alculation of' vendor review cycle. 
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2.6.2 Epicor Software Corporation (www.epicor.com)- ERP software[121 
e e 
Think Ah ad. c;1;1y Ahea l. 
A leader dedicated to providing cntcrprtsc 
software sotuttons for the mldrnarket. 
Solutions 
Whether e comperw is looking for a complete end-tc-eod software 
solution or a specific epplication such as customer relationship 
menooomont (CRM), supply chein, or ftnonclel ocoount1no, eicor 
Software co,,,oration con deliver 1t. Thousends of companies have 
put tiioir trust in Epic::or lO dehver innovative enterprise softwero 
solutions 1.hat enswor their business chellenoos todoy Md empower 







Perspectives 2002 • Eplcor·~~nnuel Customer Co~f~rence st rctteglc Potrtners r I 
AV Ol't Tcchnolootet 
AVCOM Tec/'lnolooles, a 
premier elnfrutrvcturo 
provldor, nodod totel 
fronl end beQlc ((1 
inteoretion and 
outometion on a 
mp nyw1do basis. 
r.~~}.~~:~d1:~ p1cor·s ..:J 
f ,.,~ 
l~lb:; ~) ~I 12:\)Uf>t.l 0 
The inventory management (under the module eDistJibutiori) by picor allow 
matching of inventory levels, product profitability, and customer service. It pr vid 
all these function stated below: 
0 Inventory tracking to improve accuracy throughout all I cati n 
o Integrated with DI and Bar-coding technology 
0 Warehouse management including multiple locati ns 
o Powerful pricin 1 and promotion option 
o Instant acce s to all cosun in formation 
o Extensive rep rtin ' capabilities 
0 Fle iblc ontrols to meet your specific business pro css needs 
cl ist ribut1ons1s I 11vc11to1 applicul ion lies 81 the hc~ll l < f I h ' dist rihut ion SU!IC and let · 
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for your business. It simplifies routine tasks with automatic processing, which can 
immediately improve productivity in your warehouses, ensuring lower costs and 
fewer errors. It issue, receive, count or adjust inventory quickly and accurately with 
an intuitive user interface that supports efficient data entry, ensuring lower costs and 
fewer errors. 
2.6.3 AccuTrak Inventory Specialists (www.accutrakinventory.com) 
inventory Management Finnll41 
F'Ue Edit View favorites Tools I·~ 
~~--;: ~-- !i1~T~~ -LmJF~ortc; ~ m • Q Ii} • LJ ,B 
,• O~R CLICN'TS , OUR St!.llVIC[S , • WHY Auu 
IU' >ClUJJili s 
INVENTORY 
SERVICES 
1 edlnus, limo 011su111i119 & l11accu1.110 lnvonunles are 
costl119 you proOt;I 
/\cc11Tr11k can hol11I 
AccuTr k has develop d programs loilored lo proVld scvern: 
levels of inventory consulling services lo virtually any businen 
Depending on the depth o( your inventory needs. from a s1mpl 
dollar value count to dotallod sales reporting, wo offor tho 
appropriate program. AccuTr1lk' oxpononcod lafl', sp c1 lrz d 
computer software and proven methods can quickly & easily 




provide your business Accurate invonlori s mo n in re od ster profit 
with an Inventory 
program to support Inv ntories should d liver accurate and um ly inform uen • ov ry 
your growth limol 
and sue cu. 
Managers and ownirs must be con 1dcnl m their inventory nd 
solos mfcrmstren 11 m ke cntic I businon dec111ons everyd y. 
Reauest a free quot~ 
for ou_1 s IVI 11 H ve th bilil y to i:font1fy probl m re s nd b m irnp1ovcmon1 
f.ir . ...,.. -· 
~st ... ·t111 M"' l~ 11w~ru.!)!Jl¥'JA- ] ... lli..et.l!d (i .. 
= 
Accu'Irak, a company leading the inventory consulting ervicc indu lry, nng 
prospective bu .incss owners a11 pportunity to build a succcs ful f anchi c and 
ncratc increased personal i11co111c. The ·111irc retail mid wh le:alc market sc uncut 
arc p 1cnli~11 I\ ·c11Trnk ·ustomcrs. 
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consulting services to virtually any retail sales company. Depending on the depth of 
your clients inventory analysis needs, AccuTrak offers an appropriate program. 
Specialized AccuTrak computer hardware and software can aid you in generating 
valuable reports to assist your clients in successful inventory control. 
AccuTrak Services are as following: 
o Inventory Reporting 
Simple Valuation: Calculates the total dollar value of inventory - especially 
useful for tax purposes or in a transfer of ownership. Quantity On-Hand Report: 
Assists owners by providing relative stock levels for all inventories. 
o Inventory Management 
Loss Shrinkage Control: Identifies the possibility of customer or employee theft 
Merchandise Trend, Product Mix & Pr fit Analysi : h w fluctuation f 
inventories and sales over a period of time. 
o Employee Management 
Determines the sales performance of individual employees by tracking sal 
volume. 
o Detailed Sales Reporting 
Identifies profit opportunities and isolates problem areas by creating profitability 
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2.6.4 Millennium Software, LLC web site - Atrex inventory control/POS 
software 
Atrex is an inventory control/point-of-sale (POS) package for the business that desires 
complete control over stock levels and inventory tracking. Designed for the Microsoft 
Windows environment, Atrex is comprehensive, intuitive, and easy to use. 
Features of Atrex include: 
o Point-of-sale invoicing, order entry, and quotations 
o Recurring invoicing & Purchase orders 
o Vendor and Customer RMAs 
o Multi-job service orders 
o E-commerce Links 
o Support for temporary "Show" locations 
o Simple receivables, payables, and bank account tracking 
o 15 character alphanumeric stock codes 
o Handles serialized, non-serialized, container, and assembly items 
o Multiple pricing levels (5), unlimited pricing categories, and automatic price 
adjustments 
o dBASE data format to allow for external reporting 
o Import capabilities for stock codes, customers, and vendors 
o Store notes n individual customers, stock c des, r transaction 
o Barcode reader support 
o Menu level security 
o Data backup capabilitic built in 
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o Network and multi-user ready 
o Supports add on tax rates 
o Integrates with ICVerify and Authorizer for credit card authorization 
o Year 2000 compliant 
2.6.5 Comparison of e-lnventory with existing system 
In this section, I will do comparison of my system, which is thee-Inventory with the 
existing traditional inventory control system, and also with the computerized 
inventory control system (table 2.2). There is a fact that most of the local JCT 
companies still practicing traditional/manually inventory system, while a few of them 
are using the inventory software in running their business. Thus, this comparison is 
being done to show the strength of e-Inventory to improve the usage of infonnatiou 
technology in local companies. 
Traditional Inventory System e-Inventory 
• Time consuming and inefficient 
(record handling by manually) 
• Unable to construct ' real-time' 
visibility strategy 
• No integration between inventory 
controJ, monitoring and retailing 
system 
• Time conswning to prepare order 
item lists 
- 
• Allow computerized data and 
record keeping ( fast & efficient) 
• Provide 'real- time' visibility for 
inventory level supplying 
• Integrated with other relevant 
modules. ( e-Help Desk ) 
• rder item lists can be prepared 
fast and ea y 
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2. 7 Microsoft .NET 
Microsoft .NET is a platform for building, runmng, and experiencing the next 
generation of distributed applications. It spans clients, servers, and services, and 
consists of: 
• A programming model that enables developers to build Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) web services and applications. 
• A set of XML Web services, such as Microsoft .NET My Services (formerly 
code-named internally as "Hailstorm"), that helps developers deliver a simple 
and integrated user experience. 
• A set of servers, including Windows® 2000, SQL Server™, and BizTalk™ 
Server, that integrates, runs, operates, and manages XML Web services and 
applications. 
• Client software, such as Windows" XP and Windows® CE, that helps 
developers deliver a deep and compelling user experience across a family of 
devices. 
• Tools, such as Visual Studio" .NET, to develop XML web services a well a 
Windows-based and Web applications for, rich and compelling user 
expenence. 
2.7.1.NET framework 
The .NET Framework is a product that form the development f undati n f r the 
Microsoft .N T platform. The .NET Framework and the device-focused .N T 
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web services and applications, with comprehensive support for XML. The key 
technologies in the .NET Framework are the Common Language Runtime, the class 
libraries, and ASP.NET 
The Common Language Runtime 
The Common Language Runtime includes technologies to make applications more 
reliable (by, for example, eliminating memory leaks). It also provides a multi- 
language execution environment, enabling full integration of components and XML 
web services regardless of the programming language they were created in. Currently, 
you can build .NET applications in more than 20 languages, including C++-, 
Microsoft® Visual Basic .NET, JScript®, and Microsoft's newest language - #.A 
large number of third-party languages are also available for building .N T 
Framework applications, including COBOL, Eiffel, Perl, Python, Smalltalk and 
others. 
The Class Libraries 
The unified classes provide a consistent method of accessing the platform's 
functionality, eliminating the need to learn and master different API architectures to 
write your applications. 
2.7.2 ASP.NET 
ASP.NET builds on the .N .. T Framework's prograrnmin 1 clas e , pr viding a "web 
application model" in the f rm of a ct of controls and infrastructure that make it 
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set of ASP.NET controls that encapsulate common HTML user interface widgets such 
as text boxes, drop down menus, and so 011. These controls actually run on the web 
server, however, and simply project their user interface as HTML to a browser. 
2.7.3 ADO.NET 
ADO.NET is the loosely-coupled, XML-based evolution of today's ADO data access 
model. Built on and for loosely-coupled applications, ADO.NET employs a 
disconnected data cache that enables developers to quickly create high-performance, 
reliable XML web services and as well as today's n-tier applications. 
Enterprise services 
Built on the Windows 2000 Application Services, including the OM+ service and 
Microsoft Message Queuing Services, the .NET Framework Enterprise Services 
provide the scalability and reliability features needed for the most demanding 
enterprise applications such as transaction processing. In addition, deep integration 
between the Windows 2000 Application Services and the .NET Framework enables 
users to easily transform today's OM-based applications into XML web services 
through an administrative interface without writing any code. 
Windows Forms 
Windows Forms provide the smart client graphical user interface functionality in the 
.N T Framework. It provides a superset ofthe features found in today' Vi ual asic 
c mponent library and Wind ws Foundaion las e , as well as high-performance 
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Figure 2.4 .NET framework 
What are the benefits of the .NET Framework? Put simply, faster time to market, 
easier deployment and administration, and improved performance. Here are some of 
the key benefits: 
• Use any programming Janguagc. The .NET Framework enables developers 
to use any programming language, and for applicati ns written in any 
programmin r languages to integrate deeply with each other, enabling current 
development kill to go forward without retraining. 
• Write less code. The.NET Framework u cs a hi >hly modular, plumbing-free 
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don't need to write IDL or Registry code, and ASP.NET, for example, 
includes dozens of controls that encapsulate common programmer tasks such 
as a shopping cart. 
• XMUSOAP at the core. The NET Framework was built for delivering 
software as a service, so it is built on XML and the SOAP family of 
integration standards. Simply annotate method calls and the .NET Framework 
turns them into full XML web services. 
• Run more reliable applications. The .NET Framework includes technologies 
to make applications more reliable. For example, memory, threads, and 
processes are managed by the .NET Framework to ensure that memory leaks 
don't occur. And ASP.NET monitors running web applications and can 
automatically restart them at administrator-defined intervals. 
• Improve performance. The .NET Framework improves the performance of 
typical web applications. ASP. NET includes advanced compilation and 
caching features that improve performance by a factor of two to three over 
existing Active Server Pages applications. 
What are XML web services? 
XML web services are the fundamental building blocks in the move to distributed 
computing on the Internet. Open standard and the f cu on communication and 
collaboration among people and applications have created an environment where 
XML web services are becoming the platf rm for application integration. 
Applications are constructed usin ' multiple XM web service ff m vari u ource 
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There are probably as many definitions of XML web service as there are companies 
building them, but almost all definitions have these things in common: 
• XML web services expose useful functionality to web users through a 
standard web protocol. In most cases, the protocol used is SOAP. 
• XML web services provide a way to describe their interfaces in enough detail 
to allow a user to build a client application to talk to them. This description is 
usually provided in an XML document called a Web Services Description 
Language (WSDL) document. 
• XML web services are registered so that potential users can find them easily. 





Figure 2.5 XML services 
One of the primary advantages of the XML web services architecture is that it allow 
programmes written in different languages on different platforms to communicate 
with each other in a standards-based way. A si mificant advantage that XM web 
services have over previous cm rts ( RI AD E etc) is that they work with standard 
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have a web infrastructure, and people with knowledge and experience in maintaining 
it, so again, the cost of entry for XML web services is significantly less than previous 
technologies. 
We've defined an XML web service as a software service exposed on the web 
through SOAP, described with a WSDL fi]e and registered in UDDI. The next logical 
question is. "What can I do with XML web services?" The first XML web services 
tended to be information sources that you could easily incorporate into applications - 
stock quotes, weather forecasts, sports scores etc. It's easy to imagine a whole class of 
applications that couJd be built to analyze and aggregate the information you care 
about and present it to you in a variety of ways; for example, you might have a 
Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet that summarizes your whole financial picture - 
• 
stocks, 401K, bank accounts, loans, etc. If this information is available through XM 
web services. Excel can update it continuousJy. Some of th.is information will be free 
and some might require a subscription to the service. Most of this information is 
available now on the web, but XML web services will make programmatic access to it 
easier and more reliable. Exposing existing applications as XML web services will 
allow users to build new, more powerful applications that use XML web ervices a 
building blocks. For example, a user might develop a purchasing application to 
automatically obtain price infonnation from a variety of vendors, allow the user to 
select a vendor, submit the order and then track the shipment until it is received. The 
vendor application, in addition to exposing its aorviwY on the web, mi ht in tum use 
XML web services to check the customer's credit, char ze the cust mer' account and 
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In the future, some of the most interesting XML web services will support 
applications that use the web to do things that can't be done today. For example, one 
of the services that the Microsoft .NET. My services project will support is a calendar 
service. If your dentist and mechanic exposed their calendars through this XML web 
service, you could schedule appointments with them on line or they could schedule 
appointments for cleaning and routine maintenance directly in your calendar if you 
like. With a little imagination, you can envision hundreds of applications that can be 
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2.8 Technology Consideration 
This Literature Review also included the consideration of technology that is currently 
available. The purpose is to choose a suitable development environment and 
development tools to make this project a success. The fields I have covered for 
technology consideration can be separate into the following: 
1. Development Approach 
2. Web Servers 
3. Server Platforms I Operating Systems 
4. Client/Server Architecture 
5. Databases 
6. Programming Environment and Languages 
7. Development Tools 
8. Others 
2.8.1 Development Approach 
a) Waterfall Model 
One of the first models to be proposed is the waterfall model where the stages are 
depicted as cascading from one another, One development stage will be completed 
before the next begins. Thus, when all the requirements are elicited form the 
customer, analyzed for completeness and con istcncy, and d cumented in a 
requirements document, then the development team can go on to system design 
activities. [ 16] 
The waterfall model can be very useful in belpin t devel pcrs lay ut what they need 
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software development; it makes explicit which intermediated products are necessary 
in order to begin the next stage of development. The advantages and disadvantages of 
the waterfall model are as follow: [16] & [17] 
Advantages: 
1. Enforced discipline through document. No phase is complete until the documents 
are done. 
2. Present a very high-level view of what goes on during development and it suggests 
to developers the sequence of events they should expect to encounter. 
3. Tes ting is inherent in every phase. Continuously as well as at end of phases. 
4. It is very useful in helping developers lay out what they need to do. 
5. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to customers who are not familiar with 
software development. 
Disadvantages: 
I. Requirements must be well defined first 
2. User must wait until the end in order to see the developed product 
3. Each individual stage must be completed before mowing on 
4. Product failure signals process failure 
5. Increases in cost-to-fix or change software occur throughout the life cycle process 
b) Prototyping Model 
A prototype is a partially developed product that enable customer and developers to 
examine some aspects of proposed system and decide if it is suitable or appropriate 
for the finished product. In other words, prototyping rnean building a mall version 
of a system, usually with limited functionality that an be u ed t help the u er r 
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approach. [16] 
Prototyping is often used to design a good user interface: the part of the system with 
which the user interacts. Since the prototyping model allows all or part of a system to 
be constructed quickly to understand or clarify issues, it has the same objectives as 
engineering prototype, where requirements or design require repeated investigation to 
ensure that the developer, user and the customer have a common understanding both 
of what is needed and what is proposed. One or more of the loops for prototyping 
requirements, design or the system may be eliminated, depending on the goals of the 
prototyping. However, the overall goal remains the same that is reducing risk and 
uncertainty in development. The advantages and disadvantages of the prototyping 
model are as follow: [19] 
Advantages: 
1. AJlow errors to be detected. early 
2. More opportunity for changes 
3. User orientation (to develop system that meet user needs to a greater extend) 
4. Fast development time 
5. Reduces development cost 
Disadvantages: 
1. Object system may be less efficient 
2. System planning is not always complete 
3. Vi ible use of computer rcsources-t R quire cooperation between u er and 
In fl rmation y tom 
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mvestment made in the earlier stages. 
2.8.2 Web Servers 
a) Apache Web Server 
Apache Web Server is among one of the popular web server on the market today. 
Some of its strengths are its reliability, performance and rich set of features. In large 
part, its popularity is due to the fact that its code is freely distributed. Among its 
features are [20] 
• Freeware 
The software can be downloaded free of charge. 
• Multiple platforms support 
Apache can support a variety of platforms such as Windows 9x, Window 
NT, Linux, O/S 2, Novell Netware, Macintosh and others. 
• Logging 
Apache can write to multiple log files and these log files can be automatically 
cycled or archived. The server also can generate referrer Jog entries and non- 
hit entries (such as comment). It can track individual users in log file. 
• Protocol Support 
Apache can support the Windows ommon Gateway Interface (CGI), 
HTTP/1.1 protocol. User can access die server state variable through GI or 
scripting languages. 
Despite all its trength, Apache also has some weaknes es. These include: 
o etup and maintenance r the crver is d nc via command-line scripting to Is. 
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o It does not have any Graphical User Interface (GUI) configuration or 
administration tools. 
o The security is low and it does not support secure communication using 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL). 
b) Internet Information Server (IIS) 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) has the reputation for being one of the 
best web servers on the market. Although it is only available for Windows 20007 
Windows NT, IIS has transformed their platform into a viable solution for deliver 
web-based applications. US is considered by experts to be just as powerful as and 
much easier to set up and maintain than many of its UNIX-based competitors. 
The three major goals of Internet information Server are that it is focused on the 
server side of the Internet world, to have the capability of supporting in intranet as 
well as the Internet and to form the basis that will enable future product development. 
Internet Information Server provides three basic services to users, which are World 
Wide Web server, File Transfer Protocol server and Gopher server. Some of its 
features are: (21] 
o Free download 
It is available for free download. 
o Superior administration control 
Site administration for llS is performed using the Microsoft Management onsole 
(MM ). Via this interface the users can manage acce and security restrictions at 
the site, directory and file level. If the u er are usin virtual site , then they can 
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IIS allocates for each web site) and limit the amount of server bandwidth a 
particular site can use. Most settings can also be configured remotely using 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. Active Server Pages (ASP) improvements in the 
latest release of US include additional support for transaction processing and 
memory isolation. 
o Excellent collection of server tools 
It offers a variety of tools including a Transaction Server (for building distributed 
applications, Certificate Server (managing digital certificates), Site Analyst (site 
management and usage), and Internet Connection Services for Microsoft Remote 
Access Service (creation of Virtual Private Networks), Mail Server and Network 
News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) News Server. 
o Indexing tool also handles Microsoft Office documents 
It also includes an indexing tool called Index Server. The Index Server is used for 
indexing HTMP pages and can also handle Microsoft Office documents. 
o Integrated search engine 
Internet Information Server provides the integrated search engine capabilities, 
which the users can create custom search forms with Active Server pages ActiveX 
' 
Data Objects and SQL queries. 
The weaknesses of Internet Information Server (US) are as follows: 
o Lack of support for UNIX platform. 
o Only runs on Server edition of Windows NT/Windows 2000 
o Complicated to configure 
o SMTP does 11 l support P P rnailboxc 
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2.8.3 Server Platform I Operating Systems 
a) Windows 98 
One of the products in Microsoft's evolution of the Windows operating system for 
personal computer is Windows 98. An important of the user interface of Windows 98 
is the Web technology and it was released with its tightly integrated browser. 
Microsoft Internet Explorer is an integral part of the operating system in the Windows 
98. Users can view and access desktop objects that reside on the World Wide Web as 
well as local files and application using the Active Desktop of Windows 98. In fact, 
Windows 98 desktop is a Web page with HTML links and features that exploit 
Microsoft's ActiveX controls. 
It also provides a 32-bit file allocation table (FATJ2) that allowing a single-partition 
disk drive larger than 2Gbytes. The other features in Windows 98 includes supports 
for Universal Serial Bus (USB), which make it easy to plug in new devices support 
for Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), support for a new industry standard form of power 
management called Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI). 
Windows 98 enables the news and other content to be set up and pushed to the user 
from specified Web sites. When using it as Web server, Personal Web Server (PWS) 
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business and professional users as well as to more technical and larger business 
market for which the NT was designed. 
It was reported in earlier reviews that Windows 2000 is more stable that Windows 
98/NT systems. It is less likely to clash. A significant new feature is Microsoft's 
Active Directory that enables virtual private networks to be set up by a company, data 
locally on the network to be encrypted and to give users access to share files in a 
consistent way any network computer. 
The other features of the Windows 2000 are it has a fully customizable administrative s- 
console that can be based on tasks rather than files, applications, or users. Also 
Dynamic Domain Name Server (DNS), which replicates changes in the network using 
the Active Directory Services, the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DH P), 
and the Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) whenever a client is reconfigured. 
Besides that, it also has the ability to create, extend, or mirror a disk volume without 
having to shut down the system and to back up data to a variety of magnetic and 
optical storage media. In addition, it also has close integration with and supports for 
Microsoft's Message Queue Server, Transaction Server, and Internet Information 
Server (IIS ). (30] 
d) Red Hat Linux 
What is now known as Linux began life as a small student project at the University of 
Helsinki in Finland. The Linux operating system is a small, UNIX-like operating 
system, which is a rather remarkable operating system that works very well, is very 
stable, and rivals offerings from Microsoft, Apple, and un, Linux offer the 
f llowin 1 features: 
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a UNIX-like fashion. It also supports preemptive multitasking, where 
priorities can be set for different processes. 
o Multi-user - Many users cm be networked to a single Linux server. Linux is 
the least expensive, and perhaps best-featured, multi-user operating system on 
the planet today. 
o User-friendly - The X Window System interface and a slew of great tools 
make Linux easy to use. 
Today, Linux claims half a million users, and that number keeps growing every day. 
One reason is cost-Linux itself is free of charge and only those who package a Linux 
distribution charge for it (and many don't charge at all). These distributions, such as 
Red Hat Linux, vary as to their installation processes and accompanying tools. (22] 
However, Linux also have several weaknesses: (23] 
o Installation problem - Even though Linux does a reasonably good job of 
detecting all the hardware components on a computer, it does require some 
enlightened input from tile installer. Disk partitioning and mounting of file 
systems are relatively advanced concepts, especially for users who are used to 
the simple drive letters of Windows. 
o Lack of high-end features - Linux developers have not so far access to high- 
end and expensive hardware. It not yet scale well beyond 4 Central 
Processing Unit (CPUs), has no support for high-availability clustering, 
ache- oherent Non-Uniform Memory Access ( NUMA) architectures 
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2.8.4 Client/Server Architecture 
A client- server computing can be defined as the logical extension of modular 
programming where modular programming has as its fundamental assumption that 
separation of large piece of software into its constituent parts(refers to 
modules)creates the possibility for easier development and better maintenance. Client 
server computing takes this a step furthers by recognizing that modules need not all 
are executed within the same memory space. 
As on other words, a client means that a single user workstation, which provides 
presentation services and the appropriate computing, connectivity, and database 
services and interfaces relevant to any communicatio~ peeds, whereas a server would 
means a computer, usually high-powered workstation, ~. minicomputer, or a 
mainframe, that houses information for manipulation by networked clients. 
Currently, the most common type of server is the database server, which usually 
controls the relational database. This kind of server enables many clients to share 
access to same database and also enables the use of high-performance computer 
system to manage the database. The client-server computing is considered as 
distributed computing where users, applications, and resources are distributed in 
response to business requirement and linked by a single Local Area Network (LAN) 
or Wide Area Network (WAN) or by Internet of networks. That is the Two-tier 
architecture and the Three-tier architecture. 
a) 2-Tier Client/Server Architecture 
The two-tiered architecture contains two computers -- a client, and a server- with 
area of logic combined on the client. The three c mponems an application 
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code and database server. A robust client application development language and a 
versatile mechanism for transmitting client requests to other server are essential for a 
two-tier implementation. Presentation is handled exclusively by the client, processing 
is split between client, and server, and data is stored on and accessed through the 
server. 
Advantages of Two- Tier Client-Server 
• Application development speed. In most cases, a two-tier system can be 
developed in a small :fraction of the time it would take to code a comparable 
but less- flexible legacy system. 
• Most tools for two-tier are very robust and lend themselves well to iterative 
prototyping and rapid application development (RAD) techniques. 
• Two-tier architectures work well in relatively homogeneous environments 
with fairly static business rules. 
Disadvantages of Two-Tier Client-Server 
0 The two-tier architecture faces several potential version control and 
application redistribution problems, a change in business rules would require a 
change to the client logic in each application in a corporation's portfolio 
affected by the change. 
0 System security in the two-tier environment can be complicated because a user 
may require a separate password for each SQL server accessed. 
0 Client tools and the SQL middleware used in two-tier environments are also 
hi rhly proprietary and the P tools market is extremely volatile. The volatility 
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of any proprietary tool and organization may commit to and complicates 
implementation of two-tier systems. 
b) 3-Tier Client/Server Architecture 
The components of three-tiered architecture are divided into three layers: a 
presentation layer, a functionality layer, and the data layer. Each of these layers must 
be logically separate. The three-tier architecture attempts to overcome some of the 
limitations of the two-tier scheme by separating presentation, processing, and data 
into separate distinct entities. The middle-tier performs calculations or makes requests 
as a client to additional server. Middle-tier functionality servers may be multithreaded 
and can be accessed by multiple clients, even those from separate application . 
Although three-tier systems can be implemented using a variety of technologies, the 
calling mechanism from client to server in such a system is most typically the remote 
procedure call, or RFC (remote procedure call). 
Advantages of 3-Tier Client-Server 
• Unlike in most two-tier implementations, the three-tier presentation client is 
not required to understand SQL. This added flexibility allows a firm to access 
legacy data and simplifies the introduction of new data base technologies. 
• Having separate software entities allows for the parallel development of 
individual tiers by application specialists. 
• Provides for more flexible resource allocation. Middle-tier functionality 
servers are highly portable and can be dynamically allocated and shifted as the 
needs f the or zanization chsn e. Network traffic may be reduced. 
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the maintenance workload, and decreases migration costs when switching 
client applications. 
Disadvantages of 3-Tier Client-Server 
4 Three-Tier brings with it an increased need for network traffic management, 
server load balancing, and fault tolerance. 
5 Current tools are relatively immature and require more complex 3GLs for 
middle-tier server generation. 
2.8.5 Databases 
a) Microsoft SQL Server Version 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server Version 7.0 is the most robust database for the Windows 
family. SQL Server is a client/server relational database management system 
(RDBMS) that is highly integrated with the Windows NT operating system. By using 
SQL Server, modem application can be developed that separate the client application 
and the database service. SQL Server Transact-SQL supports the ANSI-92 standard 
and provides extensions to the SQL language. [24] 
Microsoft SQL Server™ supports a set of features that result m the following 
benefits: 
o Ease of installation, deployment and use 
SQL Server includes a set of administrative and development tools that 
improve your ability to install, deploy, manage and use SQL Server across 
several site . 
o calnbility 
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computers running Microsoft Windows 95/98 to large, multiprocessor server 
running Microsoft Windows NT, Enterprise Editor. 
o Data warehousing 
SQL Server includes tools foe extracting and analyzing summary data for 
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). SQL Server also includes tools for 
visually designing database and analyzing data using English-based questions. 
o System integration with other server software 
SQL Server integrates with e-mail, the Intemet and Windows. SQL Server 
includes OLAP Services, Data Transformation Services and English Query, 
and works with over 45 IS Vs that form Data Warehousing Alliance. By using 
Windows 2000, SQL is the fastest database for SAP, based on the SAP Retail 
benchmark. 
b) Microsoft SQL 2000 
Microsoft SQL 2000 is an enterprise-level database and is the latest version of 
Microsoft SQL 7 It is enhanced with Extensible Markup Language (XML) support 
that enables data return in XML and also enables XML be used to insert, update, and 
delete values in the database. SQL Server 2000 supports enhancements to distributed 
partitioned views that allow users to partition tables horizontally across multiple 
servers. Its full-text search includes change tracking and image filtering. 
In the security point of view, SQL Server 2000 uses Kerberos to support mutual 
authentication between the client and the server, as well as the ability to pass the 
security credentials of a client between computers. Moreover, QL Server 2000 
introduces a new, more easily understood model f r specifying backup and rest re 
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c) Microsoft Access 
Microsoft Access 2000 is a Windows-based database management system, which runs 
under the Windows 95/98/2000/NT operating system. Access offers an easy-to-use 
database for managing and sharing data. It also adds increased integration with the 
Web for easier sharing of data across a variety of platforms and user levels. It enables 
sharing of database among the co-workers over the Internet, searching and retrieving 
the information quickly, and taking advantage of automated, pre-packaged solutions 
to quickly create databases. 
Also, Statffransfer can be used to convert data between Microsoft Access and your 
favorite spreadsheet, database or statistical package. Besides that, data in Microsoft 
Access can be migrated to the Microsoft SQL Server. 
Benefits of Microsoft Access: 
o An easy-to-use tool for easily finding information that provides consistency 
and integration with the other applications in the office suite. 
o Access 2000 allows easily sharing information via the corporate Intranet and 
the ability to easily host a database within the browser. 
o User may create solutions that combine the easy-to-use of the Access interface 
(client) with the scalability and reliability ofSQL server. 
d) Oracle 9i Database 
Oracle 9i Database is the latest database product from Oracle orporation. It provides 
transparent application scalability by sharing cluster-wide caches for coordinated data 
access; it also includes business intelligence capabilitie , and provides programmatic 
access, centralized mana 1ement, and multi-channel delivery f Internet ervices, A 
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Besides that, Oracle 9i database is designed with integrated manageability that creates 
a complete business view of all components powering e-business processing. As any 
other database software in the market, Oracle 9i provides multiple layers of security to 
prevent any unauthorized access to the database. Oracle 9i is compatible with UNIX 
and Windows NT. 
2.8.6 Programming Environment and Languages 
a) Active Platform [30] 
Microsoft has a very 'active' perspective on how application architectures should be 
created. For that matter, the word 'active' or more specifically, the term Active X, has 
become a standard part of packing just about every product concept released from 
Microsoft within the last years. 
Active Platform is the name given to Microsoft component-based application 
development model for the web. Active Platform is divided into 3 major sections: 
• Active Desktop - an Active X enabled client architecture designed to house 
component, and language-independent scripting environments. 
• Active Server - primarily intended to provide an execution environment for 
running business logic distributed across enterprises application servers. 
• Active X Technologies - the object-based underpinnings of all the above. 
- ommonly referred to as the omponent bject 
Model (COM). 
Active X 
In the simplest terms, Active X is an architecture that lets a pr gram the active X 
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·a different animal than Java, which is an entire new programming language plus a 
specification for a virtual machine. The Active X architecture uses Microsoft's 
Component Object Model (COM) and distributed COM (DCOM) standards, whereby: 
• COM allows different application to talk to each other locally; 
• DCOM provides communication over a network. 
It is use to activate web pages, and also add application functionality. Furthermore, it 
is faster than a speeding Java applet. 
To write an Active X control, the developer can use a number of popular 
programming languages, including Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0, Microsoft Visual Basic 
6.0, etc. Active X controls are self-contained pieces of a program or stand-alone 
components. Developers can reuse them i11 other programs even programs written in 
another language. For example, you can take a control written in Visual Basic and 
insert it into a program in Visual C++. 
Active X evolved from OLE; in fact, Active X objects are basically OLE objects with 
additional functions that enable them to work on the World Wide Web. Because OLE 
has been around for a while, developers have written many OLE objects that can now 
be used as ActiveX controls. 
b) CGI (Common Gateway Interface) [30] 
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard way and format uiat browsers 
use to send data to the server as well as the format the server uses to hand the data off , 
to a script. 
1 he mm 11 atcway Interface was introduced as a tandard protocol f r extending 
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are simple executables that are launched every time they are requested. 
The CGI provides a consistent way for data to be passed from the user's request to the 
application program and back to the user. This means that the person who writes the 
application program can make sure it gets used no mater which Operating System the 
server uses. It's simply a basic way for information to be passed from the web server 
about your request to the application program and back again. 
c) Visual Basic.NET [26] 
Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET, included in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 
Professional, Enterprise Developer and Enterprise Architect editions, is the latest 
version of Visual Basic built specifically for existing Visual Basic developers who 
want to get the most out of the software development experience. 
In addition to more power, productivity, and application stability, Visual Basic .N T 
provides key enhancements that solve the most pressing challenges that Visual Basic 
developers face today. From the new integrated development environment (IDE) to a 
modem, streamlined Visual Basic language, Visual Basic .NET delivers the top 
requested features built for today's Visual Basic developer: 
Seamless Deployment 
Visual Basic .NET solves the most pressing issues around Windows-based application 
deployment and makes "DLL Hell" and component versioning issues a thing of the 
past. New XCOPY deployment enables developers to install a Windows-based 
application simply by copying files to a directory. With Visual Basic .N T and new 
auto-d wnload deployment, Wind ws-based applications can be installed and 
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More Robust Code 
Visual Basic .NET delivers the feature most requested by existing Visual Basic 
developers-fewer bugs in the code they write. Features in the new Visual Studio 
.NET IDE, such as the real-time background compiler and the task list, keep Visual 
Basic developers up-to-date on any coding errors as they occur, enabling quick and 
effective error resolution. Enhancements to the Visual Basic language, such as strict 
type checking and structured exception handling, enable developers to write code that 
is more robust, maintainable, and less prone to run-time errors. 
Powerful Windows-based Applications 
Visual Basic .NET is the most productive tool for constructing powerful Microsoft 
Windows®-based applications. The new Windows Forms Designer enables 
developers to get their desktop applications to market in less time. New features 
include control anchoring and docking to eliminate the need for complex resize code, 
the in-place menu editor to deliver WYSIWYG menu creation, and the tab order 
editor to provide rapid application development (RAD) organization of controls. 
Powerful, Flexible Data Access 
Visual Basic .NET provides developers with both the ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
data access programming model that they know and love, plus the new XML-based 
Microsoft ADO.NET. With ADO.NET, developers gain access to more powerful 
components, such as the Dataset control and a new, strongly typed programming 
model that provides Microsoft lntelliSen 
code. 
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Simplified Component Creation 
Visual Basic .NET brings RAD to component development. Developers can use non- 
visual toolbox and server explorer components to easily incorporate resources such as 
message queues, event logs, and performance counters into their applications without 
writing a single line of code. 
Enhanced Control Creation 
Visual Basic .NET provides unprecedented flexibility in building customized user 
controls. Developers can easily extend preexisting user controls and Windows Forms 
controls as well as design their own controls that generate custom user interfaces. 
Enhanced Control Creation 
Visual Basic .NET provides unprecedented flexibility in building customized user 
controls. Developers can easily extend preexisting user controls and Windows Forms 
controls as well as design their own controls that generate custom user interfaces. 
Integrated Reporting with Crystal Reports 
Upgrading to Visual Studio .NET Professional Edition (or later) provides Visual 
Basic developers with the power of Crystal Reports directly within the IDE. Crystal 
Reports delivers the most productive, integrated, and RAD experience for creating 
highly graphical and interactive relational data reports. These reports can be generated 
for the entire array of Visual Basic .NET application types, including Windows, Web 
and mobile applications. 
Easy Web-based Application Development 
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can easily build true thin-client Web-based applications that intelligently render on 
any browser and on any platform. Web Forms deliver the RAD programming 
experience of Microsoft Visual Basic® 6.0 forms with the full power of Visual 
Basic .NET rather than limited scripting capacity. The new HTML designer delivers 
lntelliSense statement completion for HTML tags and the separation of user interface 
(UI) and code enable more efficient team-based development. 
Existing Investments Carry Forward 
Visual Basic .NET enables developers to leverage their existing investments in code 
and skills. Windows Forms provides a robust container for Microsoft ActiveX® 
controls. Component Object Model (COM) Interoperability provides bi-directional 
communication between existing Visual Basic applications and those written with 
Visual Basic .NET. The upgrade wizard enables developers to seamlessly migrate up 
to 95 percent of existing code to Visual Basic .NET. 
d) Java [31] 
The JAVA programming language is a high-level language that can be characterized 
as Object-oriented, architecture-neutral, portable, interpreted, distributed, high 
performance, secure, dynamic, and robust. 
A Java program is compiled into byte codes, and a Java Virtual Machine (NM) will 
interpret these byte codes. Java technology is both a programming language and a 
platform. The Java platform differs forms most other platf nns in that it's a software- 
only platform that runs n top of other hardware-based platf rms, 
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o The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
o The Java Application Programming Interface (API) 
The following figure (figure 2.7.5c) depicts a program that's running on the Java 
platform. As the figure shows, the Java API and the virtual machine insulate the 
program from the hardware. 
My Progrc.un. jav<.1 
} Java Platform 
.Java API 
Java Virtual Macl1ine 
Figure 2.6 Java Platforms 
JVM base for the Java platform and is ported onto various hardware-based platforms. 
The Java API is a large collection of ready-made software components that provide 
many useful capabilities, such as Graphical User Interface (GUI) widgets ... etc. The 
API supports all these kinds of program within packages of software components. 
Every full implementation of the Java plarform gives the following features: 
o The essentials: Object, strings, threads, numbers, input and output etc. 
o Applets: The set of conventions used by applets. 
o Networking: URLs, T P (Transmi sion ontrol Protocol), UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol) sockets, and IP (Internet Protocol) addresses. 
o Internationalization: Help for writing programs that can be localized for 
users worldwide. 
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public and private key management, access control and certificates. 
o Object serialization: Allows light weight persistence and communication via 
Remote Method Invocation (RMI). 
o Java Database Connectivity (JDBC™): Provide uniform access to a wide 
range of relational database. 
The Java platform also has APis for 20 and 3J? graphics, accessibility, servers, 
collaboration, telephony, speech, animation, and more. 
e) Active Server pages.NET(ASP.NET) (26] 
ASP.NET is a revolutionary new programming framework that enables the rapid 
development of powerful web applications and services. Part of the Microsoft .NET 
Platform, it provides the easiest and most scalable way to build, deploy and run web 
applications that can target any browser or device. 
• Easy Prognunming Model. /\ P.NET makes building real world Web 
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style of declarative programming that let you build great pages with far less code 
than with classic ASP. Displaying data, validating user input, and uploading files 
are all amazingly easy. Best of all, ASP.NET pages work in all browsers -- 
including Netscape, Opera, AOL, and Internet Explorer. 
• Flexible Language Options. ASP.NET lets you leverage your current 
programming language skills. Unlike classic ASP, which supports only 
interpreted VBScript and JScript, ASP.NET now supports more than 25 .NET 
languages (including built-in support for VB.NET,<;;#, ~H ~Script.NET -- no tool 
required), giving you unprecedented flexibility in your choice of language. 
• Great Tool Support. You can harness the full power of ASP.NET using any text 
editor -- even Notepad! But Visual Studio .NET adds the productivity of Visual 
Basic-style development to the Web. Now you can visually design ASP.NET 
Web Forms using familiar drag-drop-double-click techniques, and enjoy full- 
fledged code support including statement completion and color-coding. VS.NET 
also provides integrated support for debugging and deploying ASP.NET Web 
applications. 
• The Enterprise versions of Visual Studio .NET deliver life-cycle features to help 
organizations plan, analyze, design, build, test, and coordinate teams that develop 
ASP.NET Web applications. These include UML class modeling, database 
modeling (conceptual, logical, and physical models), testing tools (functional, 
performance and scalability), and enterprise frameworks and templates, all 
available within the integrated Visual Studio .N T environment. 
• Rich lass Framework, Application feature that u ed t be hard to implement, 
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using the .NET Framework. The .NET Framework offers over 4500 classes that 
encapsulate rich functionality like XML, data access, file upload, regular 
expressions, image generation, performance monitoring and logging, transactions, 
message queuing, SMTP mail, and much more. 
f) Java Server Pages ( JSP) 
Java Server Pages allows web developers and designers to rapidly develop and easily 
maintain, information-rich, dynamic web pages that leverage existing business 
systems. As part of the Java family, Java Server Pages enables rapid development of 
web-based applications that are platform independent. Java Server Pages technology 
separates the user interface from content generation enabling designers to change the 
overall page layout without altering the underlying dynamic content. 
Java Server Pages technology uses XML-like tags and scriptlets written in the Java 
programming language to encapsulate the logic that generates the content for the 
page. Additionally, the application logic can reside in server-based resources that the 
page accesses with these tags and scriptlets. Any and all formatting (HTML or XML) 
tags are passed directly back to the response page. This makes Java Server Pages 
technology makes it faster and easier than ever to build web-based applications. 
Together, JSP technology and servlets provide an attractive alternative to other types 
of dynamic web scripting/programming that offers platform independence, enhanced 
performance, and separation of logic from display, ease of administration, 
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g) PERL(VS) 
Perl is a high-level programming language and derived from the C programming 
language Perl's process, file, and text manipulation facilities make it particularly well- 
suited for tasks involving quick prototyping, system utilities, software tools, system 
management tasks, database access, graphical programming, networking, and world 
wide web programming. Perl is flexible and extensible to use on virtually any task, 
from one-line file-processing tasks to large, elaborate systems. For many people, Perl 
serves as a great replacement for shell scripting. For others, it serves as a convenient, 
high-level replacement for most of what they'd program in low-level languages like C 
or C++. But Perl has some drawbacks. Firstly, it has somewhat of a reputation for 
being unreadable and this can leads to difficulties in maintaining the problem. 
Secondly, as Perl does have any formal support, it sometimes difficult to get any 
support when needed. Lastly, there would be a penalty in the execution time of Perl 
Language as it is an interpreted language. 
h) Java Script 
Java Script is a lightweight scripting language developed by Netscape 
Communications Corporation in such a way that it allows users to create dynamic 
Web pages. However, Java Script is not Java. It is merely a scripting language that is 
parsed and executed by the parser. Java Script is a simple scripting language that is 
very similar to C programming. 
Java Script is an object-based scripting language that is designed for developing 
Internet application . Java Script is used as a means to tell an applicati n what to do, 
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application. 
User can develop server applications or client applications with Java Script. The tenn 
server" is referring to the computer where the Web page resides. The term "client" is 
referring to the browser application that loads and displays Web page. Java Script is 
an extension to HTML that lets users create more sophisticated Web pages than they 
ever could with HTML alone. 
Using Java Script, even less-experienced developers will be able to direct response 
from variety of events, objects and actions. It provides anyone who can compose 
HTML with the ability to change image and play different sounds in response to 
specified events, such as a users' mouse click or screen exit and entry. 
i) VBScript 
VBScript, the newest member of the Visual Basic family of programming languages, 
brings active scripting to wide variety of environments, including Web client scripting 
in Microsoft Internet Explorer version 3.0 and Web server scripting in Microsoft 
Internet Information Server version 3.0. 
For people who are already known Visual Basic or Visual Basic for Applications, 
VBScript will be very familiar. Even if they don't know Visual Basic, once they learn 
VBScript, they are on their way to programming with the whole family of Visual 
Basic language. 
VBScript talks to host applications using ActiveX Scripting. With ActiveX Scripting, 
browsers and other host applications don't require special integration code for each 
scripting component. ActiveX Scripting enables a host to compile script , obtain and 
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With ActiveX Scripting, language vendors can create standard language run times for 
scripting. Microsoft is working with various Internet groups to define the ActiveX 
Scripting standard so that scripting engines can be interchangeable. 
2.8.7 Development Tools 
a) Microsoft Web Matrix 
Features Overview for Microsoft Web Matrix: 
Visual Design Tools for XML Web Services and Application 
• Visually Specify and Communicate Application Architecture 
Use Microsoft Visio®-based Unified Modeling Language (UML) modeling to 
specify and communicate application architecture and functionality. 
• Gain Unparalleled Support for Database Modeling 
Capture business requirements easily with the Visio-based conceptual 
modeling capabilities. Full roundtrip engineering with logical and physical 
data models enable communication from the business analyst to the database 
designer. 
• Orchestrate Business Processes 
Visually link business processes together using a full-featured version of 
Microsoft BizTalk™ Server designed for developers. 
Solid Architectural Guidance 
• Easily Share Best Practices 
Senior developers and architects can customize enterprise template projects to 
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• Define and Communicate Development Policies 
Template Description Language can be used with enterprise template projects 
to specify development policies and guidelines. Developers can immediately 
view any policy violations and discrepancies in their code in the Task List 
Window. 
Open Tools Platform for Developing XML Services 
• Use the Industry-Leading Development Envirorunent 
Leverage the powerful capabilities in Web Matrix for rapidly building XML 
Web services and applications that span devices and platforms. 
• Get Support for the Complete Life Cycle 
The Web Matrix Integration technologies bring a broad array of partners to 
Visual Studio .NET developers and enables third-party languages, 
components, and tools to integrate tightly with Visual Studio .NET through all 
stages of the development life cycle 
b) Cold Fusion 
ColdFusion is a popular set of product for building Web sites and serving pages to 
users, which enable a content database to be built by using input templates and 
combine these with application programs to create a Web site in which pages are 
developed dynamically as they are served. It consists of oldFusion Studio, which is 
used to build a site, and oldFusion Server, which serves the pages to users. 
oldf'usion Studio is described as "a c mpletc intc iratcd devcl pmcnt environment 
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The most valuable feature for ColdFusion is the ability to build Web sites as "piece 
parts" that can be stored in a database and then reassembled for Web pages, e-mail, 
newsletters and other users. ColdFusion provides a visual interface for building Web 
page directly or for building the "piece parts". ColdFusion is also a popular tools for 
building e-commerce sites 
ColdFusion has its own page markup language called Coldfusion Markup Language 
iCFML) CFML encompasses the Web's Hypertext Markup Language HTML and 
Extensible Markup Language (XML). A just-in-time (JIT) compiler turns the CFML 
into the pages that get served. ColdFusion can be coordinated with distributed 
applications that use CORE A or Microsoft's DCOM to interact with other network 
applications. 
2.8.8 Others Tools 
a) Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
Photoshop offers a lot of features for image rendering. Photoshop uses palettes for 
quick access to functions such as navigation, colors, layers, and actions (macros). 
User can draw objects and text that remain editable and that print at the resolution of 
the output device, producing crisp edges no matter how much the user enlarges the 
image. The new custom Shapes palette makes it easy to generate standard geometric 
shapes, or to draw preset shapes (hearts stars) in the document. The smoothness of 
text edges can be controlled, and a neat warping tool lets user instantly shape your 
text into arcs, bulges, and fish eyes. 
b) Mi.crosoft Paint 
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straightforward that its usage does not require any help with most common tasks. 
Besides that, it also has a set of advanced tools to perform to ease image-editing 
process. Paint supports both bitmap (raster) images and vector objects. But unlike the 
rest of the packages, Paint integrates its vector tools seamlessly and elegantly so that 
it is easy to switch back and forth between vector and bitmap tools. 
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2.9 Summary 
All these researches were done mainly to gain information for this project. The 
information gathered includes information regarding the Internet, F-Business, E- 
commerce, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), concepts and strategies of Inventory 
Management, reviews on the existing ERP and Inventory Management application, 
development methodologies, and development tools. 
Research on Internet, E-business, E-commerce and ERP is to study the strengths and 
values from their business aspect. Meanwhile the study on Inventory Management's 
concepts and strategies is to help the developer to have a better understanding on the 
requirements of this project. Assessing current existing systems/applications allows 
identification of the weaknesses that are to be overcome in this project. 
As for the development methodologies, this review focuses 011 two development 
models, the Waterfall Model and Prototyping Model, each having its own distinct 
features. The developmeut model that has been chosen for this project will be 
mentioned in the next chapter. 
Various development tools for the project were analyzed, using the information 
gathered from the Internet and reference books. Information on four different server 
platforms were gathered, they are Windows 98/NT/2000 and red hat Linux. The 
strengths and weaknesses of these operating systems are summarized into a 
comparison table and will be shown in the following chapter. 
Besides, the Web Servers such as Apache Web Server and Internet Information 
Server (US) are also studied. Other information such as system architecture, 
databases, pro rarnmin r cnvir nment and language are als analyzed, including 
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Active Server Pages.NET (ASP.NET), Java Server Pages (JSP), Perl and etc. 
Final1y, there is research on suitable development software, where in this project; I 
have made consideration between Microsoft Visual Studio.NET, ColdFusion and. In 
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Chapter 3: Methodology & System Analysis 
After the process of survey, summarization, analysis and synthesis in chapter 2: 
Literature Review, to produce the project system, a methodology is selected based on 
the congruence between the method and the system, which also recognize as 
development strategy. The development strategy is a set of steps or plans to develop a 
system. In developing a system, it is very essential to have this strategy, as it will help 
the developer to organize the project well. Every system development needs the user 
to determine the requirements. These requirements describe the system. [16] 
3.1 Justification of Methodology 
The steps taken throughout the project must be monitored to give a good indication of 
progress. The use of a development model allows the project members to plan work 
and monitor the completion of tasks from the original requirements, through the 
specification, design, implementation, testing, results, and evaluation and conclusion 
parts of the project. It was decided that the development model that was chosen 
should have clear steps to be taken, and closure at the end of each stage so 
progression could be easily monitored. A model with these characteristics was 
desired as this is the first large project undertaken as an individual. It was also 
required to be able to see exactly what word had been completed and what work was 
pending at any instant. 
After studying the two development models in previous chapter, I have found that 
Prototypin 1 model was not favorable, as it required much time and res urces. In 
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developing the prototype. Therefore, I have decided to use the Waterfall Model as my 
development methodology for this project. 
The Waterfall Model was chosen because of the following reasons: 
• Very structured 
The system is design using a logical flow. 
• Predictable 
It allows estimation of the completion of each stage so that the system can be 
developed within the time frame given. 
• Involves user participation 
Require information gathering form the user in order to develop a system that 
meet user needs to a greater extend. 
• Good visibility 
All the requirements can be identified and well defined. 
• More efficiency 
The time and resources can be well determined in order to enable developers to 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall Life Cycle Model 
a) Requirements 
Software requirement definition and analysis defines functional capabilities 
performance, design constrains and system interfaces. It provides the software 
designer with representation of information and function that can be translated to 
data, architectural and procedural design. The requirement analysis task is a 
process of discovery, refinement, modeling and specification. The software scope 
initially established by the system engineer and refined during software project 
planning, is refined in detail. Models of the required information and control flow 
operational behavior and data content are created. Alternative oluti n are 
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b) Design 
In this stage, planning is work out so that to meet the specification. The 
information collected earlier is use to accomplish the logical design of the system. 
The analyst will design accurate data-entry procedures, files or databases, user 
output (either on-screen of printed) that meets information needs, and finally the 
controls and backup procedures to protect that system and the data. 
c) Coding 
During this phase, the analyst works with the programmers to develop any 
original software that is needed. Programmers have a key role in this phase 
because they design, code and remove syntactical errors form the program. To 
ensure quality, a programmer may conduct either a design or a code walk-through 
to explain comp Iex portions of the program to a team of other programmers. 
d) Testing 
Before the system can be used, it must be tested. It is much less costly to catch 
problems before the system is signed over to users. A series of tests to pinpoint 
problems is nm first with sample data and eventually with actual data from the 
current system. 
e) Operation 
In this last phase of the system development, the analyst helps implement the 
iystem that involve trainina the users to handle the sy tern. omc trainin is done 
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·. ,, ... ·' .. 
analyst. Additionally, the analyst needs to plan for a smooth conversion files form 
old systems to new one. This process includes converting files from old formats to 
new ones or building a database, installing equipment and bringing the new 
system into production. 
t) Documentation 
This integrated process takes place every phase. Activities of each phases are 
documented in the report)foon so that to provide a clear view of the progress of 
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3.2 Requirement Analysis 
As stated above, this project is going to be developed using the Waterfall Model 
approach. Thus, the strategy or plan to develop this project will follow closely the 
steps that are involved in the Waterfall Model. The steps taken for this project is 
described below: 
3.2.1 Identifying requirements 
In developing a system it is very important to identify the system requirement. In 
order to identify them, a lot of information is needed. As for this project, information 
was gathered through research and analysis. 
a) Research 
Research for this project was done on the Internet and Reference Books. The 
results of this research were described in Chapter Two. 
b) Review & Analysis 
Review and analysis was conduct in order to identify problems, requirements, 
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3.2.2 Requirements for this project 
After gong through all the information gathered and analyzing it, the requirements for 
this project were outlined. Basically, they are divided into functional requirements 
and non-functional requirements. 
a) Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement described a communication between the system and its 
environment. Since the requirement described a system's behavior, hence the 
functional requirement also describes how the system should behave given the 
certain stimulus. 
For e-Inventory, there will be a design of several sub-modules, which will cover 
the functions needed under inventory management such as the following: 
(i) Login Authentication 
To take security measurement, there will be a user authentication for the 
entire registered user of e-lnventory. This is to make sure that only the 
authorized user can access the confidential area of the system, which is 
the back-end of the company. 
(ii) User Account Management 
Only the authorized Administrators can use this function. They can view 
user information, add a new user, edit user information, delete existing 
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(iii) Inventory Management/Maintenance 
This module is sub-divided into three main categories as follows- 
• Manage Software Inventory Record (Add/Edit/Delete) 
• The Add option is used for entering new objects into the inventory 
record. In this page you can find two special fields (Parts and 
Software), which are optional to the users. We need these two fields 
because some of the hardware might come with parts and original 
licensed software. And this is related to each other. 
• Meanwhile the Edit option enables us to make modifications to the 
existing inventory record like making changes to the software records. 
• For the Delete function, we need it to erase object that has been write 
of or expired. 
• Manage Supplier Record (Add/Edit/Delete) 
• The Add option is used for entering new software supplier record. In 
this page you can only add new item into the inventory record. 
• While the Edit option enables us to make modifications to the existing 
supplier inventory record. For examples, changes of address and 
telephone number. 
• As for the Delete function, we need it to erase the supplier records that 
no longer supply any software to the company. 
• Manage e-Help Desk (View and Reply) 
• -Help J •skis a simple web portal sys1e111 that rive the user f staff 
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• This module can give opportunity to users to post their entire problem 
to system administrator and IT support team. Besides, it also enable 
user to post their purchasing request to inventory staff And this 
function also helps the inventory staff on documentation and follow- 
ups. 
• The view function enables the inventory staff to view all the problems 
face by the users and purchasing request by the users. 
• The reply function enables the certified professional experts to solve 
the problems face by the users using virtual computing software. 
Besides it also let purchasing department to answer request from the 
user. 
(iv) Search(View/Sort) 
The user can look for the inventory or supplier information they wanted 
by using this search function. They can also sort out all the information 
they wish to review by using this function. 
(v) Generating Summary Report 
The user may also generate their inventory status report of selected tore 
form time to time. In a report, one can see inventory data stated above for 
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b) Non-Functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement or constraint describes a restriction on the system 
that limits ones choice for constructing a solution to the problem [16]. 
The non-functional requirement for this project is describe as below: 
(i) Browsability 
"Browsability means logically classtfying the data and information" 
As the size of information system grows, so does the need to logically 
organize the data. This implies grouping conceptual sets of data with 
similar conceptual sets of data. Browsability becomes apparent when it is 
coupled with hypertext and log;~~~ f~V~f11gs of information. A browsable 
information system can provide advantages such as: entire system can be 
see at a glance, no need of vocabulary knowledge, Similar items are 
grouped together, easy to navigate, and stimulates thinking 
(ii) Readability 
"Readability means goodpage layout" 
Readability is the extents to which a system can be expected to perform 
its intended function with required precision and accuracy. Thus, the 
system should be reliable in performing its daily functions and operations. 
For example, whenever a button is clicked, the system should be able to 
perform s me functionality as icneratc some rnessa re to inform the u er 
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(iii) Scalability 
The scalability is to promise the capability of the system to migrate as a 
client or server to machines of greater or lesser power, depending upon 
requirements, with little or no charge to underlying components. Database 
scalability issues can be resolved using distributed database architecture 
where as web application sealing can be addressed by increasing 
bandwidth or by additional web servers. 
(iv) Usability 
The system should be developed so that it is easy to use it. It will enhance 
and support rather than limit the office processor. Human interfaces need 
to be intuitive and consistent with the inventory management system and 
within it self 
(v) Security 
The system should be equipped with sufficient security. Each access by 
the user should be authenticated and validated by the system. Te system 
should not show any potential of leakage of information. The password 
should be encrypted. 
(vi) Data and Services Backup 
The system should be able to restore to its normal operati n from any 
potential disaster. There should be a second backup of data and services to 
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(vii) Manageability 
The modules within the system should be easy to manage. This will make 
the maintenance and enhancement works simpler and less times 
consuming. 
(viii) Flexibility 
The system should have the capability to take advantages of new 
technologies and resources. The system should be able to implement in 
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3.3 Technology Consideration 
Analysis has been done in order to select the most appropriate programming 
technologies and languages that suit the requirements of this system. Below are the 
choices that have been decided and chosen: 
3.3.1 Selected Development Tools 
After doing comparison between all currently available web technologies, I have 
found that Active Server Pages.NET (ASP.NET) technology is most appropriate for 
building thee-Inventory System. Microsoft Visual Studio.NET has been chosen as 
the development tool, as it is the best development tool for supporting Active Server 
Pages (ASP) compared to other web-development software such as ColdFusion and 
Macro media Drumbeat 2000. 
3.3.1 (a) Reason for Choosing ASP.NET 
Easy Programming model 
ASP.NET makes building real world web applications dramatically easier. ASP.NET 
server controls enable an HTML-like style of declarative programming that let you 
build great pages with far less code than with classic ASP. Displaying data, 
validating user input, and uploading files are all amazingly easy. Best of all, 
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Flexible language options 
Unlike classic ASP, which supports only interpreted VBScript and JScript, ASP.NET 
now supports more than 25 .NET languages (including built-in support for VB.NET, 
C#, and JScript.NET- no tool required), giving you unprecedented flexibility in 
your choice of language. 
Great tool support 
The Enterprise versions of Visual Studio .NET deliver Iife-cycle features to help 
organizations plan, analyze, design, build, test, and coordinate teams that develop 
ASP.NET web applications. These include UML class modeling, database modeling 
(conceptual, logical, and physical models), testing tools (functional, performance and 
scalability), and enterprise frameworks and templates, all available within the 
integrated Visual Studio .NET environment. 
Rich class framework 
Application features that used to be hard to implement, or required a 3rd-party 
component, can now be added in just a few lines of code using the .NET Framework. 
The .NET Framework offers over 4,500 classes that encapsulate rich functionality like 
XML, data access, file upload, regular expressions, image generation, performance 
monitoring and logging, transactions, message queuing, SMTP mail, and much more, 
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Compiled execution 
ASP.NET is much faster than classic ASP, while preserving the "just hit save" update 
model of ASP. However, no explicit compile step is required! ASP.NET will 
automatically detect any changes, dynamically compile tile files if needed, and store 
the compiled results to reuse for subsequent requests. Dynamic compilation ensures 
that your application is always up to date, and compiled execution makes it fast. 
Rich output caching 
ASP.NET outputcaching can dramatically improve the performance and scalability of 
your application. Wben output caching is enabled on a page, ASP.NET executes the 
page just once, and saves the result in memory in addition to sending it to the user. 
When another user requests the same page, ASP.NET serves the cached result from 
memory without re-executing the page. 
Web-Farm session state 
ASP.NET session state lets you share session data user-specific state values across all 
machines in your Web Farm. 
Enhanced reliability 
ASP.NET ensures that your application is always available to your users. 
Memory leak, deadlock and crash protection 
A P.N ·Taut matically detects ~U1d rec vcrs from errors like deadlock and rnern ry 
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Easy deployment 
ASP.NET takes the pain out of deploying server applications. 
Dynamic update of running application 
ASP.NET now lets you update compiled components without restarting the web 
server. With ASP.NET, you simply copy the component over the existing DLL- 
ASP.NET will automatically detect the change and start using the new code. 
Easy migration path 
You don't have to migrate your existing applications to start using ASP.NET. 
ASP.NET runs on IIS side-by-side with classic ASP on Windows 2000 and Windows 
XP platforms. 
XML web services 
XML web services allow applications to communicate and share data over the 
Internet, regardless of operating system or progra1I1.ming language. 
Mobile web device support 
ASP.NET Mobile Controls let you easily target cell phones, PD As - over 80 mobile 
web devices - using ASP. NET. You write your application just once, and the mobile 
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3.3.1 (b) Reason for Choosing Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
Through the use of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework, Microsoft provides 
developers with a full set of development tools in which to quickly and easily create 
state-of-the-art applications and XML web services. 
Faster development 
• Through the use of the Common Language Runtime, a part of the .NET 
Framework, developers can create XML web services using any modem 
programming language, greatly increasing the pool of available developer 
resources as well as allowing the developers on hand the freedom to use the 
programming language most suited to solve the problem at band. 
• XML web services are reusable. Their modular nature allows developers to 
quickly stitch together solutions. When creating a commerce service for a 
book company, the developer can use preexisting XML web services for user 
authentication, determining taxes and shipping, allowing a more efficient use 
of resources on developing key business functions, in this case the catalog. 
• Using Visual Studio .NET, XML web services written in different 
programming languages can be debugged. This greatly increases the amount 
of coding resources available. 
• COM components, a staple of Windows development, can be readily 
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Figure 3.2 Web Application connect with XM 
Less code 
will be able to reuse existing XML web ervi thu avin aluable rim . 
• Visual Studio .NET largely automate th tran f rmati n 
into an XML web service, decrea ing th time and ff rt n 
create and deploy solutions. 
• XML by its nature separate data fr m h w it i di pla 
di play characteri tic from the . e pen n make it y t add n v 
interface technologie , like p ch and handwriting r ognition without 
an applicati 11 
ui kl 
needin to rewrite the applicati n. 
• .N T My Services, and ther .N ~ ervice , pr ide core capabilities needed 
by many applicati ns - u er authenticati n, 11 tificati n capabilities, contacts 
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Greater reliability 
• Harnessing abundance of processing power and bandwidth currently available, 
the .NET platform takes advantage of tl1e power of distributed computing. 
Processing occurs wherever it makes the most sense or wherever the XML 
web service resides, spreading out the CPU load and reducing network traffic. 
• The Common Language Runtime provides for a managed execution 
environment eliminating memory leaks, access violations, and versioning 
problems. 
• The .NET Framework enforces type safety, explicit code sharin and 
application isolation, guaranteeing that no XML web rvice can aff t r 
illegally call another. 
Integration 
• Microsoft .NET's reliance on XML - an pen standard managed by the 
World Wide web onsortium (W3 - remo es barrier to data harin and 
software integration. he imple bject cc P an 
based messaging technology tandardized b the W3 sp cifie all t11 
necessary rules for locating XML web services integrating them into 
applications, and communicating between them. A Common Language 
Runtime ( R) pr vide a unified management environment, enabling XML 
web services written in any pr rramrnin langua et work together. . ET 
al has dalaba acce capabilirie , all win , devel per t bring B - 
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• Microsoft .NET allows IT departments to reduce internal costs and expand the 
capabilities they can deliver to their customers by enabling them to tap their 
legacy applications and data stores, and other vendors' XML web services for 
expertise and outsourced services. Microsoft .NET is designed to enable 
aggregation of value and services from multiple sites and companies into 
coherent experiences for users. 
3.3.2 Selected Platform 
After all the consideration, I have finally decided to choo e Window 2000 a my 
system platform, as it is the most suitable operating ystern that are able t. upp rt all 
the development tools I choose to bring this project into ucce . 
Advantages of Windows 2000 Server: 
• An enhancement of Windows NT 4.0. 
• Built-in application such as Microsoft Internet Information erver 4.0 II 
and Internet xplorer 5.0 browser 
• It is suitable for enterprise or organizational I el. 
• Showing high performance, reliabl e ur and asy-to-manage 
characteristics f r information sharing and running appli atious. 
3.3.3 elected Web erver 
I hav · decided I u c Micro oft Int "met Inf rmati n erver Il a the system web 
server, becau o il an be fully upp ncd by Wind w · 2 and provide powerful 
sc urity, administrat! 11 and dcvel pmcnt Iuncti nality. It i al' ne f he best web 
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experts to be just as powerful as and much easier to set up and maintain than many of 
its UNIX-based competitors. 
Advantages of US: 
• Offers a superb platform for building sophisticated Internet applications. 
• Easy to install and uninstall 
• Accessible since all kinds of brow er can work with it. 
• Allows for hosting multiple sites. 
• Provides capabilities for secure tran acti n with the 
Layer) support and f r authenticati IL 
ecure ocket 
• Windows-based Web authoring and devel pment t 1 ar up rted. 
• Integration with e, i tin indu tty- tandard daraba and th r 
compliant databases. 
3.3..4 Selected Database Servec 
The Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 ha be n cho n as th databa rver f th e- 
lnventory. The Micro oft 7.0 pr vid nt rpri -I el databa . It i pr en to 
be stable and also allow a larger t rage f databa compar to Micro oft Access 
2000. Through tight integration with II , erv r can be queried and updated via 
Web br wser . Al o, the 
c mpared t Mier fi A 
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3.4 Hardware Requirement 
Basically, the hardware requirement for this e-Inventory system is as follow: 
• Pentium 166MHz of faster processor(200 MHz recommended) 
• Memory- 64Mb RAM or above 
• 4.0GB hard disk or above 
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3.5 Summary 
By following the Waterfall Model methodology approach, the requirement analysis 
and election of development tools has been conducted. Method used for identifying 
these requirements has been mentioned above. The requirements for thee-Inventory 
such as functional and non-functional requirement were also determined. 
The process of choosing suitable tools i al o carried ut moothly according to the 
steps -this methodology. Below is a list of all the development to l and languag 
chos~n for this project, together with it hardware requir rnent: 
• Server Platform 
• Web Server 
• DBMS 
- Mier ft Wind w 2000 erv r 
- Mier ft Int m t Inf nuati n 
- Mier fi rv r 2000 
• Programming Language 
• Development Tool 
• Processor 
• Memory 
Vi ual Ba ic.N T 
T 
• Hard disk 
- P ntium 166 MHz and ab 
4 M RAM r ab 
- 4 B with minimum f 650 
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Chapter 4: System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System design is an important stage of system development where the requirements 
for the system are translated into the system characteristics to meet the user 
requirement and satisfaction. It is a creative process of transforming problems into a 
solution. The system de ign includes a complete de cription of the functions and 
interactions involved. Although the system design phase of a software project 
describes only appearance and functionality but it i a key factor determining the 
success and accomplish of a software project. 
To design a system is to determine a set f mp neut and int r- mp n nt 
interfaces that satisfy a specified set of requirement . here ar 
good designs. The choice i ba ed n de igner pref r nee . H ry It J1l 
design involves some kind of decomposition. It i a pr that tart v ith a hi h 
level description of the system's key features and function will fit t th r. (2 ] 
System design is an iterative process. The proce is iterative b au , in actual! , th 
designer move back and forth among acriviri m tan m th 
requirement , prop ing po sible olution testing a pect of a luti n r f sibility 
presenting possibilities to the customer and documenting th design for the 
programmers. Thu , the waterfall m del methodology is uitable for the proposed 
ystem's sy tem design. 
·1 he stauc in th • de. i 111 proces are architectural de i ~ , database design, user 
iru .rface dcsi •11, and ri nn dcsi •11, proces e , en ti tie· and ata t re in v lved along 
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In order to meet the requirements mentioned in previous chapter, the guidelines for 
my system design are listed below: 
1. Specify logical elements 
Detailed design specification that describe the features of an information system· 
input, output, database and procedures. 
2. Meet user requirement 
Meet user needs stated in terms of: 
• performing appropriate procedures correctly 
• presenting proper forms of inforrnation 
• providing accurate results 
• using appropriate method of interaction 
• providing overall reliability 
3. Easy to use 
• favorable human engineerin 
• Ergonomic design that is phy ically mf rtabl and ntribute t u r 
effectiveness and efficient. 
4.1.1 ONCEPTUAL AND TE HNI AL DE IGN 
To transform requirements into a working ystem designers mu t satisfy both 
under tand what the tern is t 
on their development team. The customers 
d . At the am tu' ne th b . • e Y tern uilders must 
cu t mers and the sy tern builde 
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First, developer produces conceptual design that tells the customer exactly what the 
system will do. Once the customers approves the conceptual design, developer 
translate the conceptual design into munch more detailed document, the technical 
design, that allows system builders to understand the actual hardware and software 
needed to solve the customer's problem. 
The design documents describe the same system but in different way b cause of the 
difference audiences for the documents. Thus, the conceptual design concentrate on 
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4.2 System Architecture 
Following is a diagram of the 3-tier client/server architecture that will be implemented 
in this system (Figure 4.1 ). 
' ..... ·· · .. , · · ..... · ·· ·· Ap.pli'cation/Presentation Tier 
Web Browser - Internet Explorer 6.0/Netscape 6.0 
(HTML, JavaScript, ActiveX) 
Work Station 
Functionality/Service Tier 
Password Verification or Record Searching 
(ASP, VBScript & Server Objects) 
Web Server 
Data Repository 
~ SOL Relational Database 
Figure 4.1 3-Tiers lient/ erv r Ar hitectur 
The Application/Presentation Tier con i t f all th n sary appli ti n. ln thi 
layer, the main application component that appear to the u er i the Web brow er, 
which will provide the user interface. HTML, Java cript and Acti e Controls are 
u ed t activate the applicati n layer. All f them provide the most flexible and 
dynamic interface for the u er . The applicati n always re ides within the web server , 
which is the Internet Information erver IlS . 
The middle tier is k11ow11 as the Functionality/ ervi · Tier. The communications 
between this ti .r and the applical] n layer depends n the 1 Iypertext Tran ifer Pr tocol 
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components that are created to support this system as password verification, searching 
for records, and others configuration. All these components require Active Server 
pages (ASP), VBScript and Active X objects to perform the functions in the web 
servers. The IIS in this tier will process the requests from the client and produces the 
result in web pages format. The US will also process any data request of the user by 
linking to the database server, which is contained at the bottom tier of the three-tier 
client/server architecture. The IIS will do other extra additional activity during the 
data processing. 
The bottom tier is the Data Repository for this system. The data rep itory i built up 
by the SQL databases. It functions as the main databa e ti r the tern. Th 
components in the middle tier are connected with the databa e in th b tt m ti r 
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4.3 System Structure 
We will start the system design phase by determining the System Structure for the 
proposed system. Structure chart is used to depict high-level abstraction of a specified 
system. It describes the iteration between independent modules. Major functions from 
the initial component part of the chart can be broken into detailed sub-component. 
The following Figure 4.2 shows the complete structure of the proposed e-Inventory 
Management System (Software). 
a-Inventory Management System 
(Software) 
I User Login I 
I 
+ I Secure Zone I I Other Authorized User l 
Inventory Staff 
(Administrator) i ' 
I Search and Generate 
+ • Summary Report 
Software Inventory Manage User 
ManagemenUMaintenance Account 
·Ir + 
Manage Software Manage Supplier 
Inventory Record Record 
~i rure 4.2 y tern tructure hart 
The prop scd ysrcrn c nsi t of tw type f u er that can u e this system: the 
Invent ry Sta (Adrninistrat rs and titer auth rized users. lt i imp rtant to design 
thc lnvcnt ry 'tafft bcinusc·11rezonc:toc11·ucthatthedata I invent ry can only 
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inventory staff may have sub-modules such as managing the user accounts, managing 
inventory or supplier record. Other authorized users can only retrieve information 
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4.4 Data Flow Design 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) of the system is based on computational concept such as 
functions. These data flow diagrams are used to show data is processed at different 
stages in the system and to show how the system reacts to internal and external 
events. DFD uses a number of fixed symbols to represent systems. DFD depicts the 
broadest possible overview of system inputs, processes, and outputs, which 
corresponded to data movement through the system. 
A process model is depicted in the flowchart and data- flow model in DFD functional 
transformation process their input and produce output . A data fl w fr 111 ne 
numbered process to another it is transformed. In order t implify and clarify what 

















External sources or destinations of 
data. It interacts with system but is 
outside its boundary. 
It represents the transformation or 
processing of information within a 
system 
I I Data Store It is used for sh wing the data torage 
or referred by a pr ces 
Data Flow f 
data fr m an n in t a d tinati n 
with th h ad f arr w p intin 
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Context Level Diagram (Figure 4.3) is the first level of Data Flow Diagram. It clearly 
explains the relationship and information/data flows among all the modules with the 
proposed e-Inventory Management System (Software). All the entities involve will 
have the access towards the process of e-Inventory and retrieve information they 
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Next is a Diagram 0 for this system (Figure 4.4). From this diagram, we can see how 
the users from each module login to the inventory control system and carry out their 
own task in the different level of inventory functions 
01 User Record Modified User User Account 
Management 
2 
User Information . f-------~ 









1-------- . ....i (Administrators) 
'-- -.--,----./"' Access 









Usem mo & . - 
l~rnamo & 
f>ass>M>rd 


























Search for ...;;; 
Software or Suppli r t-4---Soppl-~-lor 1-nf orma_tio_n~ .__ _ 
Figure 4.4 Diagram 0 
I 0 
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The first phase of the data flow is user verification. This is necessary because e- 
Inventory acts like a back-end module for a company, so it only allow specific users 
to use th.is system, whereas other ordinary users can just retrieve some related 
information they needed from this system. There are 2 specific types of user which 
have been recognized: 
J. Inventory Staff (Administrators) 
Users of this group have full control over the whole e-Inventory Management 
System, where they can conduct their daily duty of inv ntory mana ment and 
inventory maintenances. 
2. Other Authorized User 
The group of user can only use this invent ry control y tem t retrieve 
information they needed without the auth rity t chan an thin> in th 
Inventory modules. Please take note that there i n ac f r the c mpan ' 
customer. The whole e-Inventory i ba ically onl for back- nd u er. 
Following you can find another 3 diagram which will de cribe in detail ab ut the 
data flow for:- 
1. User Account Management (Figure 4.5) 
2. Inventory Management/Maintenance (Figure 4.6) 
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Inventory Staff ~ 
n le Creal p New 
E it 
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Other 




Soft Mire Search Sup plier 
In foll' \at ion Supplier lnforr tiation 
Se< rch lnfonnatlon 
Se< rch 
Search 
,. " ,r r ' 4.1 4.2 
Search for Search for 
Software Record Supplier Record 
, \. 
Solt lvare Sup olier 
lnforr hatlon lnforr intion 
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4.5 User Interface Design 
An interactive graphical or form-based user interfaces is an important requirement for 
an interactive system. The effort in designing, specifying and implementing a user 
interface plays a significant role in application development. 
For the proposed e-Inventory Management System, we will have a general design 
layout of the output page, where the upper bar illustrates the company name and title. 
The left bar is the navigation bar which provides navigation buttons and hyperlinks to 
other functions in this system 
Below are some examples ofmy system outcome of user interface design:- 
Pltoiase sign r n 
~ Woo!: yoyr emworaz 
~ Probkins 510000 Io? 
Secwily Options (wflOt's tl)js?l: 
I" Publc/stwed compc.ter (!ncr!!§sed N(M. 
(" Keep me SllJ)Cd In to this Md al other .NET 
Passport sites unless I slQn out. 
r. Nether 
~st,.t 11 J l~c-Inventory Mnnngc. .• 
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Q11hMit ("'rn'V'U'"'anfo 
1,,,'.<;:1\,.---__.......;.._ .~------·-------,-r·r-~_,,....-- 
'ti!JDone I I 
1'!start IJ J l@c-lnvcntory ManlM.JC·- 
• Back to Home Poae 
...:.J 
d-HelpDesk 
U S9flWare \. · j 





What kind of problem (s) you would like to report? ,-__.:;~~~~~~ 
r- Hardware r Software r Other: 
Pl.ease descnlie your problems in the space provided below: 
:!] 
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4.6 Database Design 
Database is data store and the system to management all data stored in a particular 
format and accessed through a computer [18]. The design of the database model will 
support the objective and organization's operation. 
The major aims of database design are: 
• To represent the data and the relationships between data required by all major 
application areas and user groups. 
• To provide a data model that supports any transactions required on the data. 
• To specify a design that will achieve performance requirements for the system· 
such as response time. 
This proposed system uses the relational database model in its database 
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4.6.1 Data Requirement and Types 
The following shows some of the Microsoft SQL Server data types which are most 
commonly to be used in the proposed system. 
Data Type Description 
Int To store integers from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,648 
Float To store floating number data from -1.79E + 308 to 1.79E + 
308 
Smalldatetime To store dates range from Jan 1, 1900 to Jun 6, 2079 
Char Stores character strings, such as STATE abbreviations· for ' 
example, the length of the column will always be two 
characters long. 
Varchar Variable-length Unicode character data of n characters. n 
must be a value from 1 through 4000. Storage size, in bytes, 
is two times the number of characters entered. The data 
entered can be 0 characters in length. 
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Below you can find three major parts of data requirements for the proposed system 
and these data are outlined in their tables respectively. 
Attribute Data Type Length Description 
UserlD Varchar 8 User Identity Code 
LoginID Varchar 10 Login Identity Code 
password Varchar IO Password 
usergroup Varchar 50 What type of user 
Name Varchar 2 User's Name 
Position Varchar 40 User's Position 
Deptcode Varchar 15 User's department code 
OfficePhone Varchar .4 User's Office phone 
HandPhone Varchar 5 User's Hand phone 
Email Varchar 12 User's email 
LastLogin Datetime l Phone number 
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Attribute Data Type Length Description 
Code Varchar 12 Item code 
Tag Varchar 13 Item tag 
Parts Float 8 No. of parts 
Name Varchar 40 Item Name 
Brand Varchar 15 Item Brand 
PO No Varchar 8 PO number 
PO Date smalldatetime 4 PO Date 
Dept Varchar 4 Department Code 
Room Varchar 5 Room Code 
Supplier Varchar 20 Supplier 
SerialNo Varchar 12 Serial Number 
Price money 8 Price 
Status Varchar 1 Item status 
Sponsor Varchar 1 Sponsor 
Remark Varchar 12 Remark 
- 
Entry Dte smal ldatetime 20 Entry Date 
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Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Name Varchar 11 Supplier Name 
Street Varchar 2 Street 
City Varchar 40 City 
Postcode Varchar 15 Post code 
State Varchar 4 State 
Country Varchar 5 country 
ContactPerson Varchar 12 Contact Person 
Telephone Varchar 1 Phone number 
Fax Varchar 12 Fax nwnber 
Email Varchar 20 Email of contact person 
Website Varchar 100 Supplier website 
Remark Varchar 20 Remark 
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4. 7 Expected Outcome 
A web-based e-lnventory Management System that will provide an efficient and easy 
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4.8 Summary 
This chapter has given the overview of the e-Inventory Management System (Software). 
It discusses the system design in details. 
From this chapter, we can conclude that the job sequence of developing a new system is 
extremely important. In order to achieve a good outcome of the project, we must follow 
the development path before going into the coding phase (which will be discussed in the 
coming chapters). Thus the first step is to decide on the system architecture, as has been 
discussed in Section 4.2. 
After that, in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, I have started the structure and Data Flow 
design of the system. When designing a new system, data flow must be defined before 
other components. It 'is used to show the flow of the information/data in the whole 
system, While in section 4.5, several outputs of user interface desigh was h wn. (Fi ire 
4.8, 4.9) 
Data Dictionary is then created after the data tl6w diagram to identify a11 th6 necessary 
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Chapter 5: System Implementation 
5.1 Introduction 
The requirement analysis, methodology and system design phases do not have a clear 
boundary in a software project. Each phase tends to overlap one another. System 
implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and design into 
program codes. 
5.2 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development process of a good 
software system. The suitability of the hardware and software chosen is very 
important because it will not only help to expedite the system development but 
determine the success of the project. The hardware and software tools used to develop 
the entire system are as below: 
5.2.1 Hardware requirements 
The hardware used to develop the system is listed: 
• Pentium III 500MHz or equivalent 
• Memory-64Mb RAM and above 
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5.2.2 Software Tools Requirements 
Table 5.2 illustrates the software tools used to develop the entire system: 
Software Purpose Description 
Microsoft Windows XP System Requirement Operating System 
[Final Stage] 
Microsoft Internet System Requirement Web Server host 
Information Service [Final Stage] 
Microsoft .NET System Requirement .NET development 
Framework environment [Final Stage] 
Microsoft ASP.NET Web System Development Coding the web pages 
Matrix 
Microsoft Internet System Development Web Browser 
Explorer 6.0 
System Development Database Design and - Microsoft SQL Server 
2000 Database Server 
Macromedia Dreamweaver Interface Design Interface design and 
MX creation 
Microsoft FrontPage Interface design Interface modification 
Microsoft Visio 2002 System Design Diagram Creation 
[Earlier stage] 
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5.3 System Development 
System development is the process of creating programs that are needed to satisfy 
requirement of the system. 
There are two approaches in the developing process, which are top-down and bottom- 
up. The top-down approach is a way of building the high-level modules as backbone 
that are used to call the lower-level modules that contains of functions and events 
' 
whereas the bottom-up approach is the reserve. 
Software e-Inventory Management System was developed using both approaches. The 
reason of using top-down approach is to involve separating and determining the high- 
level modules that are to be refined into functions and procedures. When the outline 
has been done, we used the bottom-up approach to finish the system development 
process. The reasons and advantages of using bottom-up are testing can begin on 
some of the modules while others are still being developed. Some critical functions 
can be donned first to test their efficiency. 
Besides, system development consists the used of methodology chosen, web-based 
development tools, web-pages coding and database connection. The details are 
illustrated as below: 
5.3.1 Methodology 
This project is developed using the waterfall methodology. The development of this 
project will consist of five stages, which are requirement, design, coding, te ting and 
operation. The system is design using logical flow and it allows the estimation of the 
milestones. Each stage must be completed before proceed to the next tag 
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5.3.2 Web-Based Development Tools 
Microsoft ASP.NET is used as the main development tool for this project. This tool 
enables easy performance of the many complex programming and database tasks 
required in the creation of a web site as well the incorporation of HTML, formatting 
and Layouts, graphics and other multimedia components. 
All the buttons, graphics and animations in this project are created using Macromedia 
Dreamweaver MX, Microsoft FrontPage and Microsoft Visual Basic.NET. The Data 
Flow Diagram are created using Microsoft Visio 2002. 
5.3.4 Database Connection 
The database for this project is created using Microsoft SQL Server 2000. The 
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5.4 Program Documentation 
Program documentation is a set of written description that explains to a reader what 
the programs do and how they do it. [16] 
S.4.1 Naming Conversions 
Naming convention is an abbreviation of the control name or the object name. This 
system uses a naming convention to ensure uniformity of the control and object 
names. The purpose of this naming convention is to increase the readability of the 
codes. For example: 
Control Control Name Example 
Command Button cmd cmdOpen 
cmd lo e - 
Text Box txt txt_stk de 
S.4.2 Internal Documentation 
Internal documentation is a description material written directly within the code (16]. 
It means that internal documentation refers to comments within the codes. This i 
needed to enhance readability of the code by someone other than the programmer. It 
will also help the programmer to recall the function or meaning of certain code . 
For HTML the comment tag is illustrated below: 
' 
·"'-This is <1 connncnt- · 
Any text inside this pair of symbol will be ignorin ', and the comment tc t will e in 
grey color. 
For Visual Basic.NET, the c mrncnt ta 1 i illustrated bcl w: 
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Any text after this symbol 'will be ignored during execution time. All the comments 
are in green color. 
Codes are also formatted to enhance understanding. Spacing or line brake in between 
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5.5 Description of the System Modules and Functionalities 
Basically e-Inventory can categorized into 3 modules, and inside each module there 
are sub-modules, which will be responsible for all the functionalities. The table below 
shows the description on each module and also its functionalities. (The 5.5a: 
Description of System Modules & Functionality) 
Module Sub-Modules Description 1 Functionality 
e-Inventory View Inventory To view all the An easy way for 
Administrator Record inventory record manager of 
Level inventory to search 
and view all related 
information for 
inventory record 
Add Inventory item To add a new Allow 
inventory item to administrator to 
the record add new inventory 
record 
Edit Item To edit the existing Allow 
item administrator to 
edit the Ii t of the 
inventory record 
Delete Item To delete the Allow 
unnecessary item administrator to 
delete the inventory 
item 
View all vendors A list of vendors Allow 
display for administrator to 
administrator view the vendor 
information 
Vendor An Editable data AJlow 
Maintenance table for Administrator to 
maintenance edit and delete the 
vendor information 
User record An editable table of nly the 
management user inforrnati n authenticated 
administrator can 
update and delete 
the us r 
information 
Register a new user A re tistration fi nu Allow 
for addinu new Adrnini trat rt 
user add new u rt the 
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Change Password A list of field that Allow 
validate the user administrator to 
password hint change password 
Quick Search A drop down box Allow 
that perform as administrator to 
search function search by 
inventory, user and 
vendor just with a 
single click 
Module Sub-Modules Description Functionality 
e-Inventory User View Inventory To view all the An easy way for 
Level Record inventory record user of inventory to 
search and view all 
related information 
for inventory record 
Add Inventory item To add anew Allow user to add 
inventory item to new inventory 
the record record 
Edit Item To edit the existing Allow user to edit - 
item the Ii t of the 
inventory record 
Delete Item To delete the Allow user to 
unnecessary item delete the inventory 
item 
View all vendors A list of vendors Allow user to view 
display for the vendor 
administrator information 
Vendor An Editable data Allow user to edit 
Maintenance table for and delete the 
maintenance vendor information 
Change Password A list of field that Allow user to 
validate the user change pa word 
password hint 
Quick Search A drop down box All w u er t 
that perform a · earch by 
search function inventory, u er and 
vend r ju t with a 
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5.6 Summary 
This Chapter shows the details on the system implementation, which include: 
development environment, system development methodology, system development 
tools, program documentation, and description of system modules and functionalities. 
After a brief introduction for system approach at section 5. I, the development 
environment and system implementation requirement was describe in section 5.2 
where the entire hardware and software requirement were listed out. 
Then I have discuss about the system development approach at section 5.3, where we 
are using top down approach for determining the high-level modules dependencies, 
then we used the bottom-up approach to finish up the modules functionalities. 
Besides, I have also described about the programming method I am using for 
developing this system. 
In section 5.4, the program documentation was explained and also some examples 
were shown. 
Lastly, in section 5.5, all the system functionalities for each module were summarize 
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Chapter 6: System Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
Software testing is one of the main phases in the Waterfall Life Cycle model. In this 
phase, the process of testing and debugging are done to detect and bugs of a system. 
These processes are usually done incrementally with system development. 
This phase is also often referred to as Verification and Validation (V & V). 
Verification refers to the set of activities that ensure the software correctly 
implements a specific function. Validation refers to different set of activities that 
ensure the software has been built is traceable to user requirements. A successful tests 
us one is which no errors are found. 
The objectives of software testing are [3'.f]: 
• To reveal different classes or errors and do so with minimum amount of time 
and effort 
• To demonstrate that software functions appear to be working according to 
specification 
• To demonstrate that behavioral and performance requirements appear to have 
been meet 
ln addition, data collected as testing is conducted provide a good indication of 
software reliability and some indication of software quality as whole. However 
testing cannot show the absence of errors and defects, it can show only that software 
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6.2 Testing Planning 
Above all, a test plan fore-Inventory Management System has been draw as a 
guideline in designing and organizing tests, so that testing is carried out appropriately 
and thoroughly. 
The test plan includes the following steps: 
1. Establishing test objectives 
2. Designing test cases 
3. Writing and Tes ting test cases 
4. Executing tests 
5. Evaluating test results 
This project was tested with following generic characteristic: 
• Testing begins at module level and works "outward" toward the integration f 
the entire system. 
• Different testing techniques are appropriate at different points in time 
• Testing and debugging are different activities, but debugging must be 
accommodated in any testing strategy 
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6.3 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of design which is the 
software component or module. All the important control paths in this project are 
tested to uncover errors within the boundary of the module. The relative complexity 
of test and uncovered errors is limited by the constrained scope established for unit 
testing. The unit test is usually white-box oriented and the step can be conducted in 
parallel for multiple components. 
The test that occurs as part of unit tests is illustrated schematically in Figure 6.1. The 
module interface is tested to ensure that information properly flows into and out of the 
program unit under test. The local data structure us examined to ensure that data 
stored temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an algorithm's execution. 
Boundary conditions are tested to ensure that the module operate properly at 
boundaries established to limit or restrict processing. All independent paths (basi 
path) through the control structure are exercised to ensure that all statements i11 a 
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The following areas were tested during unit testing for this project: 
a) Boundary value analysis 
Ensure that the module operates properly at boundaries established to limited 
or restrict processing. 
b) Error handling paths 
Ensure that the specific module executes the recovering process while an error 
occurs. For example, the updating process should be able to continue to 
function again after encountering duplicate record in the database. 
c) All possible independent program paths are executed 
Ensure that the control structures are implemented correctly. 
6.3.1 Unit Testing Example 
a. Unit Test Case 
Each table in server database has at least associated with two trigger programs 
which are Record Adding, and Record Deleting. Unit testing was carried out on 
each trigger program once it was completed. Table below shows the test case for 
unit testing on the Stock Record Adding and Deleting trigger program: (Table 
6.3. la) 
Step Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
1 Add a new Record The record is inserted Record is increased 
Information with a unique permanently. successfully. 
stock Code. 
2 Insert the specific The information f r that Record i h wn 
specific record was successfully and 
selected and sh wed to c rrectly. 
the u er 
-- 
3 Press Delete button to The record is deleted The re rd with that 
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record Stock record and also deleted permanently 
table: serial number from table: Stock 
record and also table: 
serial number. 
Objective of delete 
cascading is achieved. 
Table 6.3.1.a: Test case for Record Deleting Trigger Program 
6.4 Module Testing 
A module is a collection of dependent components. A module encapsulates these 
related components. Module testing enables each module to be tested independently. 
6.4.1 Module Testing Example 
After all of the trigger programs for certain table were developed, module testing wa 
carried out to ensure the moduJe functioning as expected. Table below how the test 
case for module testing on the trigger programs for table: Inventory Record. (Table 
6.4.1) 
Step Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
1 Click Login Button to Link to the correct web The correct web page 
login into e-Inventory page was shown successfully. 
as a staff of the 
company 
2 Click 'Create New Link to the inventory The correct web-form 
Record' to insert new record inserti n form. wa hown ucce fully. 
inventory record. 
3 Finished insert all The records are inserted ecord are in erted 
tock iuformation and permanently. . ucce fully . 
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create record. 
4 Click the 'home' Link to the correct web The correct web page 
button to go back to page. was shown successfully. 
staff 
5 Click 'Display record' The record from table: The correct web page 
to view the record InventoryRecord was together with new record 
inserted selected and showed to was shown successfully. 
the user. 
Objective of integration 
all trigger programs for 
table: InventoryRecord is 
achieved. 
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6.5 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program structure 
while at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with the 
interfacing. The objective is to take unit tested components and build a program 
structure that has been dictated by design. This testing will ensure that the section in 
this project, which are call module, to be arranged correctly. 
The approach used in this phase is an incremental strategy, the bottom-up integration 
and regression testing. The incremental integration is the antithesis of the high bang 
approach. This web application is constructed and tested in small increments where 
errors are easier to isolate and correct. All the interfaces are tested completely and a 
systematic test approach is applied. 
Fore-Inventory project, the integration was using bottom-up approach. Bottom-up 
integration testing begins construction and testing with modules at the lowest levels of 
the system and then moving upward to the modules at the higher Levels of the system. 
Regression testing is the re-execution of some subset of t~sW P.lN already been 
conducted to ensure that changes have not propagated unintended side effects. It is tJ1e 
activity that helps to ensure that changes (due to testing or for other reason) do not 
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6.6 Validation Testing 
At the culmination of integration testing, this project is completely assembled as a 
package, interfaces and linking errors have been uncovered and corrected. A final 
series of software tests that is the validation testing has been carried out during this 
phase. 
Software validation is achieved through a series of black box tests that demonstrate 
conformity with requirements. For this project, a test plan has outline the classes of 
tests to be conducted, and also a test procedure is used to defines specific test cases 
that will be used to in an attempt to uncover errors in conformity with requirements. 
Both the plan ad procedure is designed to ensure that: 
• All functional requirements are satisfied 
• All behavior performer requirements are attained 
• Documentation is correct 
• Other requirements are met( e.g. error recovery, maintainability 
compatibility) 
Alpha test and Beta test are also being carried out to uncover errors that only the end- 
user seems able to find. Alpha test is conducted at the developer's site by an end-u er 
in a controlled environment. Beta test is conducted at one or more customer sites by 
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6. 7 System Testing 
System testing is a series tests designed to fully exercise the software system to 
uncover its limitations and measure its capabilities. The objective is to test an 
integrated system and verify that it meets specified requirements. Although each test 
in this project has a different, all work to verify that system elements have been 
properly integrated and perform allocated functions. 
There are several types of system testing that are worthwhile for a software system. 
For this project, three types of system testing are used: 
6.7.1 Recovery Testing 
It is a system test that forces the systems to fail in variety of ways and verifies that 
recovery is properly perfonned. If recovery is automatic (performed by the ystem 
itself), then re-initialization, check-pointing mechanism, data recovery and restart are 
evaluated for correctness. Ifrecovery requires human intervention, the mean-tirne-t 
repair (MTTR) is evaluated to determine whether it is within acceptable limits. 
6.7.2 Security Testing 
These system tests will attempts to verify that protection mechanism built into the 
system will protect it from improper penetration. 
6.7.3 Performance Testing 
The purpose of this testing is to test the run-time performance of software within the 
context of an integrated system. It requires both hardware and software 
instrumentation. Resource utilization is measured in an exacting fashion. 
Types of performance testing carried out for e-lnvent ry ( oft ware Management 
System) are: 
• Volume test 
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• Security Measurement tests 
This test ensures that the application fulfills the security requirements. 
• Human factor tests 
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6.8 Summary 
This chapter is all about testing, for we have the unit testing, modules testing, 
integration testing, validation testing and system testing. 
The first thing we to do for testing is to build a testing planning to ensure testing are 
carried out appropriately and thoroughly. TI1e testing steps fore-Inventory (Software 
Management System). 
The testing done fore-Inventory has been summarizing within this chapter. The 
testing dine were: unit testing (refer section q.3), :rnp1~les testing (refer section 6.4), 
integration testing (refer section 6.5), validation testing (refer section 6.6), and finally 
the system testing which included recovery testing, security testing and performance 
testing (refer section 6. 7). 
Through all the testing phases, it is easier to ensure the system qualities and strength. 
Debugging and fixing of the program coding can be done but there is still some 
system's limitation that is not able to fix due to lack of time. 
As conclusion, the testing phase is a very important phase in the System Development 
Life Cycle (SDLC), and it must be done in repeat and carefully to assure of good 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation and Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
All of the objectives stated in e-Inventory have been achieved successfully. Thee- 
Inventory Software Management System is developed to achieve the following 
objectives: 
./ To enable the control and management of inventory to be done easily via web 
technology . 
./ To ensure the sufficiency of inventory . 
./ To improve the quality and accuracy in data keeping . 
./ To manage better transactions activities with vendors. 
During the period of coding and implementation of this system various problems 
were encountered. These problems were solved through research and studies in fields 
such as the Internet, ERP websites and ASP.Net forwns. Besides that, a lot of system 
analysis has been done on technological and programming concept to grasp the 
concept oflntemet programming. The system's strengths, limitations and future 
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7.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
There are several problems encountered throughout the development of this project. 
These include: 
7.2.1 Difficulty in choosing a suitable development technology, programming 
language and tools 
There are many software tools available to develop an e-Business solution system. 
Choosing suitable technology and tools was a critical process as all tools possesses 
their own strengths and weaknesses. In addition, the availability of the required tools 
for development was also a major consideration. 
In order to solve the problem, seeking advises and views from project supervisor, 
course mates and even seniors engaging in similar project were carried out. 
Furthermore, a lot of research and studies were done before any decision was made. 
7.2.2 Lack of knowledge in ASP.net Web Matrix 
Previous knowledge in traditional, two-tier non web-based system does not eem to 
solve the lack in web-based system. Since there was no prior knowledge of 
programming in ASP.net Web Matrix and VBScript, there was an uncertainty on how 
to organize the codes in a web page. These programming languages and concepts 
were never taught before and to implement such as application requires a fair grasp of 
the languages. These programming approaches seem to be totally different from 
traditional programming languages. 
Although it really cause a lot of time to learn the new technology, but choosing to 
program in ASP.net Web Matrix and VBScript proved to be a wise move. Most of the 
problems faced were manageable through browsing the Jntcmet for related material 
such as onJine ASP.net forum and tutorial. Besides, di cu i n with friend e pecially 
course mates using the same technology was a great help. A more efficient method 
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7.2.3 Readability problem in ASP.net 
Almost all web-base programming languages do not support for variety types of 
variables. It decreases the readability for the programmer. Problems become more 
tedious when there are bugs detected in the program. Since the readability of the 
program is decreased, then the code maintainability also decreased. It is very difficult 
to debug the errors especially semantics errors. 
In order to minimize the problem in this area, a series of testing mist be taken if the 
components are to be used in implementation of this project. Minimization in using 
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7.3 System Strengths 
During the development of this project, several system strengths were identified and 
described as follows: 
7.3.1 Provide an easy to use tool 
The commands and the layout of this project are simple and well organized, therefore 
it is easy to use, simple to learn and understandable. Nonna} users with some 
computer knowledge will find the web page is easy to handle. 
7.3.2 User friendliness and easy to use interface 
Some useful Graphical user Interface (GUI) such as command buttons; drop-down list 
boxes and record sorting button are provided which attract the users to navigate 
through the system and give faster access. This user-friendly interface can shorten the 
learning curve and reduce training costs, which include money and time. The menu- 
driven is built to facilitate the individual needs of the users. 
7.3.4 Provide database access 
All the data are organized and stored in the form of database using Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000. It is real-time database information and any changes made to the records 
can be updated instantly to thee-Inventory database. 
7.3.5 Security Features 
Security issues are taken into consideration for the each and every module a to 
prevent any unauthorized users from manipulating the data stored in the database. The 
maintenance module is protected with password and specific login ID. Only the 
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7.3.6 System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to know the 
underlying structure of the system, where the database resides, and the database 
management system and anything related to the system design. For example, 
information retrieval and downloading ofrecords are similar to a system accessing the 
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7.4 System Limitations 
Owing to the time constraint and the constraint of the programming language itself, 
there were some limitations in this e-Inventory system. These include: 
7.4.1 Browser Limitation 
e-Inventory system can only run in Internet Explorer 6.0 and above. e-Inventory 
system requires a browser that can understand VB.net script, the default supporting 
language for ASP.net. User uses browsers that do not support these features will not 
be able to use the functions available in this system. 
7.4.2 Lack of software information 
The second limitation of this system is the Jack of related useful information for 
reference in the menu. 
7.4.3 Lack of Firewall 
The third limitation of this system is the lack of use of :firewall. FirewaJJ nonnaJly is 
used to create security checkpoints at die boundaries of a private network. By 
providing the routing function between die private network and the Internet, firewall 
inspect all communications passing between the two networks and either pass of drop 
the communications depending on how they match the programmed policy rules. 
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7.5 Future Enhancement 
Further development and many new ideas have come about while the system was 
being implemented. Owing to time constraint and other factors, not all of the ideas 
could be incorporated into the system. It is hoped that the following aspects could be 
considered in future. 
7.5.1 Extent the ability of browser 
As stated, e-Inventory requires Internet Explorer 6.0 or above for execution. In future, 
this system can be turned to fulfill other browser requirements such as Netscape 
Navigator for execution. This is because Netscape has a sizeable share in the browser 
market besides Internet Explorer and Netscape has a lot of users in the world. 
7.5.2 Implementation of Firewall 
Firewall must be implemented if the system will support real-time onJine transaction 
in the future. This is very important because the connection between the system and 
the local banks must be kept as secure as possible. 
Firewall can be considered a border security because it will inspect and then approve 
or reject each connection attempt made between the system and external networks. It 
also allows the administrator to centralize all external security services in a machine 
that are optimized for and dedicated to task. 
7.5.3 Other Language Support 
Future enhancement for this system will include other language support. This will 
enable information to be displayed in different languages such as Mandarin, Japanese, 
French and others. This will broaden the usage of the system as the system will be 
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7.6 Summary 
Overal1, this project has achieved and fulfilled the objective and requirements as an e- 
Inventory application that provides the opportunity of managing company's Inventory 
over the Internet over the Internet. This completion of this project will also encourage 
Malaysia small and medium sized companies (SMBs) to accept electronic business as 
an integral part of their daily lives. 
A lot of research and studies was done during literature review in order to gain the 
information needed for the development of this project. TI1e information gathered 
includes knowledge on E-Business and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 
inventory management concept and system example, development methodologies, 
and development tools, all these information were analyzed to determine the 
suitability of the project scope, system functionalities, development methodology and 
development tools to be implemented and used in this project. 
Throughout the development of this system, a lot of knowledge was gained such as 
knowledge in. setting up Internet technologies, Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
Programming in ASP.net, HTML, and VB.net proved to be a valuable experience. 
The core of the ASP.net is the implementation of object-oriented technology. As such, 
the object-oriented programming still bas also improved. 
Above all, this project gives me an opportunity to build a full application from 
scratch. It is a great challenge to develop an integrated system in a group. From thi 
project, I have gained knowledge and experience during the progress of it. The great 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Welcome to Software e-Inventory Management System 
e-lnventory is an integrated system used to manage a company daily software 
transaction and also company user record. Thee-Inventory contain of four major 
modules: Software management, Vendor management, User management and Quick 
search function. The following chapters will show a complete user manual fore- 
Inventory. The e-Jnventory provides an effective software controlling and managing 
method to arrange all the inventory record in a systematic order. It also provides the 
user an easy way to evaluate the supplier and to communicate with their supplier. 
1.2 Hardware and Software Requirement 
e-Inventory is specially designed for small and medium businesses (SMBs) use it, it 
can store plentiful records of inventory details. The requirements of this application 
are: 
a) Hardware requirement 
r. Pentium III 800MHz or higher processor 
u. 128MB of RAM for Windows 2000 
in. at least I GB of available disk space 
rv. VGA 800x600 or higher-resolution screen supported by Micro oft 
Windows 
v. A keyboard 
vr. A mouse or other suitable pointing device 
b) Software requirement 
1. Microsoft Windows 2000/XP Pr Iessi ual 
11. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
111. Internet Information Services tl.O llS 4.0) 
iv. Mier soft dotNct framework 
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1.3 Installation Guide 
1.3.1 Microsoft Windows 2000/XP Professional 
Microsoft Windows 2000/XP Installation guide can be found in the Microsoft Online 
Support Site or in the software CD. 
NOTE:- You must set-up an Active Directory Services in Windows 2000 in order to 
use 
Active Directory Authentication Services during web site login. 
- You must also install the Internet Information Server while installing 
Windows 
2000. 
1.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Installation 
The installation guide for the SQL Server 2000 is not covered in this manual. Please 
refer to the installation guide that comes together with the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Software. 
NOTE: - You must select Windows Authentication in d1e Authentication Mode dialog 
box during the installation or Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
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Chapter 2: System Login 
2.1 Security Login 
e-Inventory is provided with a security login screen to determine the user's ID. The 
fields that are required for the login are 'User ID' and 'User Password'. Only the user 
with authorize ID can have the access into the 'back-end' modules such as Software 
Management, Vendor Management and User Management. The administrator shall 
fully control the user account management. (Figure 2.1) 
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Figure 2.1: a-Inventory's Login Page 
There are two access mode for the c-Invcntory, which i Administrator mode and 
normal user mode. 
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Chapter 3: Administrator Mode of e-Inventory 
This module is design especially for Monitoring of e-lnventory by the administrator 
of the company. There are four sub modules under the administrator module of e- 
Inventory. Their functionality and operating method are discussed below: (Figure 3.0) 
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Figure 3.0: e-lnventory's Administrator Mode Main Menu 
Under these four sub-modules, each of them has their own f in ti naliri 
1. Software Inventory 
• View All 
• Add [nventory ltem 
• dit Item 
• Delete Item 
2. Vendor Ma11a icment 
• All Vendor 
• Maintenance 
sor Mana icmcnt 
• Us r R .cord Mana rem »u 
• Re iisrcr /\ N ·w user 
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• Change Password 
4. Quick Search 
• By software 
• By Vendors 
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3.1 Software Inventory 
The administrator and user of the ·company can view the full listing of the software 
inventory record. The titles at each related field in the record table were use to sort the 
inventory record ascending or descending according to its fields. Following shows an 
example of software inventory record viewing. (Figure 3.1) 
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In Software Inventory module, it also let administrator and user to Add Inventory 
Item, Edit the previous Inventory Item and also Delete the record. Below show some 
of the add, edit and delete sub module. (Figure 3.l(b), (c) and (d)) 
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3.2 Vendor Management 
There are two sub modules in the vendor management module which contains View 
all vendor records and Maintenance, We can view all the vendor record in the 
database and sort it according to different 'fields. Besides in the Maintenance sub 
module, administrator and user can edit the vendor profile and update it. (Figure 3.2 
(a) and (b)) 
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Figure 3.2(a): View all the Vendors Information 
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3.3 User Management 
This Module is design especially for administrator of thee-Inventory to manage the 
registered user account record. It contains three different sub modules which is user 
record management, add a new user and let administrator to change the user's 
password. The first sub module let administrator edit and delete certain user. (Figure 
3.3(a)). The second module let administrator to register a new user in the company 
and lastly the sub module let administrator or normal user change their password to 
login. (Figure 3.3(b),(c)) 
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Figure 3.3(a): Edit and Add User 
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Figure 3.3(c): Form for changing Password 
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3.4 Quick Search Function 
There are three different type of search function in this module which is search by 
software inventory, vendor and user. (Figure 3.4) 
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Chapter 4: Normal User Mode of e-Inventory 
Under the module in the normal user, it is all same as administrator mode except in 
the last module which is User Management. Normal user just can manage to change 
their password in this last module. Below are four sub modules, each of them has their 
own sections of functionalities: (Figure 4.0) 
I. Software Inventory 
• View All 
• Add Inventory Item 
• Edit Item 
• Delete Item 
2. Vendor Management 
• All Vendors 
• Maintenance 
3. User Management 
• Change Password 
4. Quick Search 
• By software 
• By Vendors 
• By User 
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Example of Program Coding: 
);> Edit Software Inventory in inventoryEdit.aspx 
NOTE: The total number of ASP.net pages for this system is about 70 pages. 
Thus, I only attach one example of the ASP.net pages program coding as appendix. 
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<%@ Page Language="vb" %> 
<%@import Namespace="System.Data" %> 
<%@import Namespace="System.Data.SQLClient" %> 
<script runat="server''> 
Dim intlD as integer 
Dim strlD, strName, strModel, strVendorlD, strSerial, strStatus, strDate as string 
Sub Page_Load(Source as Object, E as EventArgs) 





Dim strConn as string = "server=(local);database=elnventory;lntegrated 
Security=SSPI" 
Dim sql as string= "Select" from SlnventoryRecord" 
Dim conn as New SQLConnection(strConn) 
Dim Cmd as New SQLCommand(sql, conn) 









Sub EditRecord(Source as Object, E as EventArgs) 
Dim strConn as string= "server=(local);database=elnventory;lntegrated 
Security=SSPI" 
Dim sql as string= "Select" from SlnventoryRecord Where Item ID=" & 
list1 .selecteditem.value 
Dim conn as New SQLConnection(strConn) 
Dim objDR as SQLDataReader 
Dim Cmd as New SQLCommand(sql, conn) 
conn.Open() 





strVendorl D=obj DR("Vendorl D") 
strSerial=objDR("Serial") 
strStatus=objDR(''Sl tu ") 
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End Sub 
Sub doUpdate(Source as Object, E as EventArgs) 
Dim strConn as string = "server=(local);database=elnventory;lntegrated 
Security=SSPI" 
Dim MySQL as string= "Update SlnventoryRecord Set Name=@Name, 
Model=@Model, VendorlD=@VendorlD, Serial=@Serial, Status=@Status, 
Date=@Date Where ltemlD=@ltemlD" 
Dim Conn as New SQLConnection(strConn) 
Dim Cmd as New SQLCommand(MySQL, Conn) 
cmd .Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@ltemlD", labellD. text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@Name", tb1 .text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@Model", tb2.text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@VendorlD", tb3.text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@Serial", tb4.text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@Status", tb5.text)) 
cmd.Parameters.Add(New SQLParameter("@Date", tb6.text)) 
Conn.Open() 
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery 
Message.text= "Item has been successfully updated!" 
Bind Data 







<form name="forrn 1" runat="server"> 
<p> 






<table style="BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: Opx; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: Opx: 
BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: Opx; WIDTH: 564px; BORDER-COLLAPSE: collapse; 
HEIGHT: 398px; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: Opx" bordercolor-''#111111" 
cellspacing="O" border-"1 "> 
<tbody> 
<tr> 
<td style="BOR_QER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medi~ none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="171" bgcolar-"#cOcOcO" height="17"> 
<p align="left"> 
&nbsp;<b><font ~~e="2">pl as s I ct item to 
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<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTIOM: medium none" 






<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTIOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="171" height="143" rowspan="7"> 
<div align="left">&nbsp; 














<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER~LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTIOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="113" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTIOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">1tem ID</font> 
<Ip> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTIOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<Ip> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDEH-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"> 







<td style="BORD R-RIGHT: m dium none: ORDER- OP: medium 
none; BORD R-L : medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: m dium none" 
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<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">Name</font> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 







<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDE.R-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="113" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">Brand</font> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"> 







<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" wldth=''113" h lght="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN- OTIOM: 12px"> 
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<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"> 







<td style="BORDER-:RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="113" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx: MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">Serial Number</font> 
</p> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"> 







<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" wldth="113" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">Status</font> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style0"BORD • IGH : medium none: ORD • 0 : medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium non : ORD R- O OM: medium none" 
valign="top" width::"4" helght="17"> 
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</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="24 7" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"></font> 
<asp:TextBox id="tb5" runat="server" 





<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="113" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2">Date</font> 
</p> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="4" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTIOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
</td> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="247" height="17"> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTIOM: 12px"> 
<font face="Arial" size="2"> 







<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 




<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORD R-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="366" colspan="3" height="1 "> 
<p style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BO OM: 12px" align=''left"> 
<asp.button id="button1" oncllck=" dltR cord" runat="server" 
Width="40px" Text=" dlt"></asp:button> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;< p:b tton Id-" utton4" 
oncllck="doupdat " run t::.:i"s rv r" xt="Upd te"></asp:button> 
<Ip> 














<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="169" height="3"> 
<p id="ID" style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
<td style="BORDER-RIGHT: medium none; BORDER-TOP: medium 
none; BORDER-LEFT: medium none; BORDER-BOTTOM: medium none" 
valign="top" width="366" colspan="3" height="3"> 
<p id="ID" style="MARGIN-TOP: Opx; MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12px"> 
<asp:Label id="Message" runat="server" Font-Names="Arial" Font- 
Size="X-Small" ForeColor="Red"></asp:Label> 
</p> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
</tbody> 
</table> 
<p id="ID"> 
</p> 
<p align="left"> 
</p> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
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